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ABSTRACT

The K' meson state is a superposition of the short-lived and long-

lived states, KS and K. .  The KS component decays principally to charged

or neutral pion pairs.  By observing the production of an ensemble of

K"s and the decay of the Ks's we determined:  (1) the proportion of Ks

in the K' state, and (2) the branching ratio between the charged and

neutral two-pion decay modes of the Ks.  We found

R(Ks -9 A *-)/R(KS -4 fibi) = 2.22:t0.08. Within the framework of a

phenomenological theory, the amount of Ks overlap with the K' state is

a test of CPT invariance of the weak Hamiltonian.  Our results, in

excellent agreement with CPT invariance, yield for the usual CPT

violating parameter  Re 6= - 0.0014&0.0075·
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I.  INTRODUCTION

What was very likely a K meson was first reported by Leprince-

1Ringuet in 1944 as a single cosmic ray event observed in a cloud chamber.

2Two more strange particle events were reported in 1947. The new parti-

cles were called "V particles".  In 1949 Leprince-Ringuet observed a

charged particle which he called tau3 and Brown, Camerini et al. observed

a three-body decay they identified with the tau which they however referred

4
to  as "k" within their paper. Estimates of the tau mass and lifetime

were soon made and the decay mode to three pions was favored. By 1951

kappa mesons of about the same mass as the tau which decay to a K and

two other particles were identified. V particles were identified as

decaying to products lighter than protons and were called V2' s.  , It was

soon known that the new particles were produced about 1% as frequently as

pions while, amazingly, their mean lives appeared to be of the order of a

nanosecond.7  By 1953 it seemed very likely that some V2's decayed to

two pions and had masses in the tau range. 5  These were called e"s by

suggestion of the Bagneres Congress. In July 1953 at the International

Meeting on Cosmic Radiation at Bagneres-de-Bigore, France, the generic

name K was given to particles with masses intermediate between the A

meson and the nucleon. Individual K's were to have lower case Greek

letters   for  names.      By  this time remarks had already appeared in print
6

concerning the closeness in mass of the various K's.

In 1952 Pais proposed the concept of strong and weak couplings so

that K's and other V particles could be considered to be copiously pro-

duced in pairs by the strong coupling which, however, was not effective

in dealing with these particles singly, thus the slow decay by the weak

8
coupling. Similarity between the weak coupling and B decay was mentioned.
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9Experiments in 1953,  including the first artificial production of K's

10
at the new Cosmotron at Brookhaven, favored production of V's in pairs

11                         12
only, "associated production". Later in 1953 Gell-Mann and almost

simultaneously Nakano and Nishijima13 proposed the presently accepted

extension of the isospin formalism to the new particles. This idea

implied associated production and contained the strangeness concept,

although the terms "strangeness" and "strange particles"  were  not  used
14

until 1956.

By 1954 there was pressure to place the then known K mesons together

as a single isotopic spin doublet but experimental evidence made it appear

15that the e and T mesons could not have the same spin-parity assignments.

The K mesons were beginning in their role as the instrument of destruc-

tion of great conservation laws. Shortly after, it was pointed out that

if the K's contained an isospin doublet composed of a neutral and positive

meson, that there must be a distinct antiparticle to the neutral 8'.  In

addition the virtual transition  e' -1 / is possible and the particle

observed decaying is neither the 8' nor the Q' but a mixture.  In the

same way a S' is a mixture of 81 and 82, the particles which should be,

observed to decay.  The el and 82 should have different lifetimes and

different decay  modes. The prediction  was   made   that   "not  more   than  half

.16
of all 8"s can undergo the familiar decay,into two pions. A simple

form of the theory of neutral kaons outlined in Appendix IV was thus

in existence.  In 1955 Pais and Piccioni predicted that if this was

0
true an initial G  beam could be allowed to partially decay to convert

it into a long-lived 82 beam due to removal of the el component.  When

the 82 beam subsequently passes through matter it interacts via the

strong interaction removing 3' from the beam which is converted thereby
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0 17to a 8' beam, again containing fast decaying el.    (In this same paper

the experimental advantages of producing 8"s for study from a e  beam

by charge exchange, the method used in the present experiment, were first

pointed out.)  In 1956 the long-lived neutral kaon with other than two-

pion decay modes was observed and its lifetime measured and principal
18

decay modes discovered.    -

In 1957 Eisler, Plano, Samios, Schwartz, and Steinberger reported

30an experiment similar to the present one. They confirmed the predic-            1

tion that one-half of the 8"s would not decay in short time to two pions.

Their result, in fact,was that 51t7.5% of the 8"s decay in this way.

The branching ratio for two-pion decays of the e' was reported as

P(el   -4    1['1(')/P(el   -4    2,r)   =   0.141:0.06.      The present experiment is largely
a repetition of theirs, to much better accuracy, and in the light of

events in the intervening years.

Although regeneration  of  8 ' s  was not actually observed until 196019

the initially confusing behavior of K mesons was by 1956 beginning to

seem remarkably well understood, all except for the nagging difficulty

with spin-parity assignments. In pursuit of a solution to this problem

Lee and Yang concluded that there existed no experimental evidence for

conservation of parity in weak interactions. A year later both parity
20

nonconservation and charge conjugation asymmetry were experimentally
60         21                                   22observed in   Co B decay and soon after in the K-*-e sequence. This

resolved  the 8-T puzzle.     All  of  the K mesons may indeed be grouped  to  fbrm

an isospin doublet with strangeness +1, and, presumably, a complementary

doublet with strangeness  -1.  One should not, however, try to infer the

parity of the doublet from the decays which give apparently contradictory

indications due to parity nonconservation.  On the other hand the price

for solution of the 8-T difficulty was the refutation of two conservation
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principles previously thought to be among the most fundamental and reliable

ideas in physics.  In 1957 Landau showed that in fact combined parity

inversion and charge conjugation (CP) invariance was sufficient to recover

a  picture of physic s containing  a   sort of space and charge symmetry  that

would satisfy the old beliefs. The turmoil settled down for five years
23

until Sachs and Treiman suggested a real possibility of nonconservation

of CP as well in 1962. K mesons and the neutral kaon in particular
24

caused another upheaval when Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay

announced observation of the CP violating 2K decay mode of the long-lived
25neutral kaon in 1964.

Not only has one sacred conservation law, CP, been shown not to hold

but this immediately implies that at least one.other must fall as well.

Either time reversal (T) invariance or the combined CPT invariance.  The .

principle of T invariance has been considered almost above question all

the way back to classical mechanics.  Similarly, the CPT theorem of Luders
.26and Pauli shows that, loosely speaking, CPT invariance is a consequence

of our very approach to the formulation of theories of elementary parti-

cles.

The present experimental situation favors CPT being an exact sym-

metry while T is not.  K  and K- have been shown to have the same life-

times to within 0.2%27 which supports CPT invariance in their decays.

An analysis of the currently available experimental data reached the

conclusion that in the K' system CP invariance violations are completely

compensated by time reversal invariance violations leaving CPT an exact
28

symmetry. Some approximations and reasoning were employed, however.

Attempts to directly observe asymmetry under time reversal have failed.
29

The present experiment tests one consequence of CPT invariance, a
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prediction for the fraction of an initially pure K' sample to decay in

a given time, in this case, six mean lives of the short-lived neutral

kaon.  In addition this test is made with decays of the same particles

used to show CP invariance violations.  Although, due to the accuracy

achieved, the present experiment does not settle the question of CPT

invariance, it does repre sent essentially the only measurement of one

of the K' propagation parameters (see Appendix IV).

In essence, the strangeness concept was invented so that certain

decays of strange particles would have to be  AI = 1/2  transitions

while stronger interactions  could only induce whole integer isotopic

spin changes. The weak interaction provided the half integer isotopic

spin changes.  Right from the beginning it was very easy to think of a

AI = 1/2  selection rule for weak decays as at least a first approxima-

tion.  As more details were learned about weak decays this selection

rule seemed more and more to be an accurate description. Only a very

small violation of the  BI = 1/2 rule was evident from the presence

of K+ -4 2K decay.  T'he rule immediately predicts that the rates »r
'Ko -4 2 [0  and  K' -4 A+A-  are in the ratio of 1:2 (see Appendix V).
The experiment of Eisler et al. in 1957 gave very large departure from

this prediction.  Another experiment in 1959 disagreed with Eisler and

found  AI = 1/2  to be good.
31

In the first four years of the 1960's several more experiments

measuring the branching ratio of neutral 2A decays of the K' were

reported. The best of these reported  t4.2% accuracy.  The agree-
32-35

ment between the experiments left much to be desired but it was clear

that the  BI = 1/2  rule was at least a good approximation for these

decays but that a slight admixture of  6/ = 3/2  transitions may be
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indicated.  Two of the experiments3 also reported values for the
3,34

0
fraction of K  decaying to two pions, substantially improving on the

accuracy reported by Eisler et al. The world average was then30

36-380.505:!:0.016. Three recent measurements   of  the KS
branching ratio,

which has come to be expressed as  R(K2 -4 K+K- )/R(K  --4 Ic'Ic'), have

been made with improved accuracy but the agreement between experiments

was still not good.

A brief description of the entire experiment will next be given

as an orientation before entering into a detailed discussion of each

part.

A separated K  beam at 620 MeV/c from the AGS was brought into the 30-

inch BNL bubble chamber.  A portion of the beam charge exchanged with the

deuterium filling the chamber  (K d  -+ ppK') .    Due to strangeness conservation

0
in this reaction a pure K  state was produced.  The K' did not emerge with

a momentum much higher than the K  momentum so that the mean length of            

flight of the KS component was limited to several centimeters.  Only a

small fraction of the KS produced in the defined fiducial region could

escape the chamber, but almost all of the K  produced anywhere in the

chamber escaped.  The Ks decays most frequently to *  and A- and about

half as frequently to 2K"s.  The few other reported decay modes are rela-

-3  64tively rare (fraction of decays to other products is  < 3.lx10 -).

0
Potential K  production events were found by visually scanning the

film for the two proton signature (allowing for the possible invisibility

of one proton track) and productions were verified by kinematical recon-

structions combined with visual e stimates  of the relative bubble densi-
0

ties of the tracks.  Frames in which a K  production,had been verified

were rescanned for a nearby characteristic V indicating a decay to
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+ -
A  and A .  Since the other principal decay mode usually leads to only

neutral particles (4 gammas) it is not directly observable in a bubble

chamber.  The neutral decays were indirectly detectable because the

chamber had been fitted with a pair of coaxial stainless steel cones.

Gammas penetrating the stainless steel had a useful probability of

producing electron pairs observable in the bubble chamber.  An indepen-

dent search was made for electron pairs that could have been produced

as a result of the neutral mode decays of the identified K"s.  The

electron tracks were measured to determine the energy of each gamma

and its trajectory, allowing elimination of many background events.

The total number of neutral decays was determined statistically from

the gamma information.

Since about half of the KS neutral decays actually resulted in one

or more observed electron pair gamma conversions, the problem of the

detection efficiency of this apparatus is crucial.  Accordingly, film was

takel while using a 400 MeV/c positive pion beam. A fraction of the beam

penetrating the chamber charge exchanged with the deuterium producing

'neutral pions which immediately decayed to pairs of gammas and by the

re e- (Dalitz) mode.  The two-proton signature of the charge exchange

is similar to the signature for kaon charge exchange and  ' productions

were found and verified in close analogy with the kaon case.  By design,

the r's produced and the resulting electron pair conversions were also

similar to the ones produced by the kaon exposure. The pion exposure

film was scanned for electron pairs potentially the result of decay of

sr"s from the identified charge exchanges.  Measurement of the electron

tracks allowed elimination of most of the already small number of back-

ground r's and indicated the accuracy with which the direction of origin
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and energy of a r could be determined.  A Monte Carlo simulation program

was written so that with minor modification the production of conversion

electrons either from the pion beam initiated events or from the kaon

beam initiated events could be simulated.  The program was adjusted to

accurately reproduce the statistical properties of the pion beam sub-

experiment and was then used to simulate the kaon beam subexperiment,

to determine the detection efficiendy for KS to two neutral pions decays.

Table I summarizes the computation of the results. It is useful

to refer to this Table as the various individual details are discussed

to see the role of each detail in obtaining the final results. In the

discussion of the experimental methods certain results from the theory

of the conversion of r rays, such as the fact that the resulting elec-

trons indicate the direction of the r, are implicit.  An outline of this

theory appears in Appendix III.

. '

.
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II. APPARATUS AND METHODS

+ +A. K and K Beams

Beam was used from the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron at

Brookhaven National Laboratory in several runs between January

and August 1968.  Momentum and mass selection took place in the low

energy lA beam transport leading directly into the 30-inch BNL bubble
39 -

chamber (see Appendix I for details of the beam line).

+
1.  The K Beam

Good momentum resolution in the beam entering the chamber is impor-

tant in achieving accurate kinematical reconstructions and mass purity

is essential.  Either protons or pions in the incoming beam could pro-

duce events with one or two protons emerging as the only visible parti-

cles -- events which might be mistaken for K' productions.  The lA beam

transport was carefully studied and tuned and counters with the appro-

priate electronics were installed to monitor performance (details in

Appendix I).  The careful computation of beam trajectories, neglecting

multiple scattering, indicated that all particles with momentum 0.5% or

more off the tuned momentum and all K's and protons originating in the

target would be easily excluded.  Multiple scattering does indeed take

place, however, and the target to chamber distance of about 22 meters

is 4.7 mean decay lengths of K  at the beam transport momentum so that

a substantial A and K flux is generated in the transport itself, much

of it in the first half where the particle density was high. Time-of-

flight studies over the second half of the beam line during the entire

run   indicated 1.210.6% light particle s entering   the   beam  port   of  the

chamber.  The light particles should have been pions, muons, and electrons.
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Since most of the light particles result from decay in the beam line

(largely  from K decay  and  Kii   and K r decays),    it   i s thought   that a large

number of these light particles were relatively innocuous muons.  A

time-of-flight spectrum taken midway in the run is presented in Fig. 1.

The K's and light particles are readily distinguished by time of flight.

Looking again at the time-of-flight spectrum (Fig. 1), assuming the

light particle peak to be produced by particles of.pion mass at the same

momentum as the kaons, one observes that the separation of the peaks gives

608+21  MeV/c   for   the mean transport momentum.      The a ssumption   that the light

particles are of muon mass leads to a mean beam momentum of 621i21 MeV/c.

This is in better agreement with the momentum from the beam magnet excita-

tion data (632 MeV/c) and the momentum determined from a study of T decays

(615 MeV/c plus an estimated 10 MeV/c loss in penetrating the chamber

window for a total of 625 MeV/c in the transport) but the large errors

in the time-of-flight figures limits the usefulness of this as evidence          1
that the light particles were muons and not pions.  The width of the K

peak repre sents 25 MeV/c FWHM but this is dominated by the time-of-flight

system resolution.  Figure 2 is.a range curve taken in copper near the,

chamber beam port, selecting the K peak by time of flight.  One can

expect little attenuation 6f the beam until the copper is thick enough

to stop secondary particles (e.g., protons) from interactions.  The flat

part of the curve up to about 2.5 cm of copper (range of about 525 MeV/c

protons) is expected.  The curve from 2.5 cm to the knee at about 12 cm

suggests an exponential attenuation with about 30 cm interaction length

which is reasonable for positive kaons.  The range is 12.37+0.2 cm.

Thi s  would be expected  for  a  mean beam momentum  of  624  MeV/c. The sudden

drop in counting rate in an interval about 0.4 cm wide from 12.17 cm to
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12.57 cm shows that most of the particles were in a momentum bite 10

MeV/c wide at worst.

+
2.  The K Beam

Exactly the same apparatus was used for the 400-MeV/c pion beam

but the separation requirements were a little different. Selection of

the numerous pions and rejection of the rarer kaons were much easier

than obtaining a kaon beam free of pions and were all the easier due

to the lower momentum.  No attempt was made to reject muons.  A pion

beam of this low a momentum from the AGS is however likely to be accom-

panied by a deluge of electrons which shower to produce many electron

pairs in the chamber.  The electrons were avoided by taking the proton

spill on the target early in the AGS acceleration cycle (at 400 msec)

when the circulating proton energy was low (about 13 BeV).

As discussed in paragraph C, the T decays in the kaon beam can be

used to determine the beam momentum but no such simple means is available

to·accurately calibrate the pion beam momentum.  For the pion beam the

bending magnet currents were carefully scaled from the tuned values for

the kaon exposure according to the nonlinear magnet excitation charac-

40
teristics so the pion beam momentum would be known in terms of the

accurately calibrated kaon beam momentum.

B.  The Bubble Chamber

The 30-inch BNL bubble chamber was run filled with deuterium so

that the positive meson beams would charge exchange with it.  The

required r detection efficiency was achieved through the placement of

metal converters in the chamber and extensive modification of the optical

41system (see Fig. 3).
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Two stainless steel cone sections were placed in the chamber such

that they were coaxial with the chamber and their apices were coincident

at the camera optical plane.  Refraction of light at the various media

interfaces was taken into account so that a camera placed on chamber

axis viewed the entire active volume (with obvious insignificant excep-

tions; see Appendix II). The optical system was composed of "Scotchlite „42

retrodirective reflector on the flat chamber bottom plate and cone base

rings, polished silver reflective plating on all cone surfaces, and a

new camera plate with four 70-mm cameras. One camera was on cone axis

(camera 4) and the other three were placed symmetrically around it.

Ring flash tubes around each camera lens were used.  In this way essen-

tially all the volume of the chamber was visible in some pair of views

and 95% was visible in a pair excluding view 4.  The cones were approxi-

mately 0.42 cm thick each, which is about 1/4 radiation length.  Consid-

erable attention was paid to the cyrogenic and optical properties of

silver-plated stainless steel, thermal expansion effects on the cone

mountings and the possibility of induced bubbling in deuterium at points

on the cones and mountings.  Experience showed that the electrical pro-

perties of the cones were important in the event of a rapid change in

the chamber magnetic field.  Engineering data on the cones and optical

system is available in Appendix II.

A right-handed coordinate system was defined in the chamber which

is implicitly used throughout this presentation. The chamber fiducials

were  scribed on the inside surface of the chamber window (in contact

with the deuterium) and this surface is the XY (Z = 0) plane.  The origin

is defined as the center fiducial and is very nearly on chamber axis.

The X axis is defined in terms of certain other fiducials.  All points
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in the deuterium have negative Z values. The positive Y axis points

toward the expansion piston.  The beam enters near the negative X axis

curving to leave the chamber at positive X and Y.

The deuterium filling the bubble chamber may not have been completely

pure.  Hydrogen contamination is relatively unimportant since any back-

ground reactions it could cause could also occur as deuterium reactions

anyway.  Troublesome concentrations of heavier nuclei were not present

since the film would have contained characteristic reactions with extra

protons and only about five such events were seen in film containing

10,000 charge exchanges.

C.  Operating Parameters

Many of the optical parameters of the 30-inch chamber such as window

thickness and indices of refraction were taken from BNL engineering

measurement reports. The camera lens to fiducial plane distance and

the distances between cameras were taken from engineering reports on

the new four-camera optical board. The remaining optical parameters

are two coordinate s  for the four-camera assembly, an angle of rotation

of the assembly and the index of refraction of deuterium at camera flash

time. Careful measurement of the front and back fiducials in the four

views on film determined the rotation angle. The camera assembly coor-

dinates were adjusted from nominal values to minimize error estimates

from the reconstruction programs.  The index of refraction of deuterium

was adjusted to reconstruct the nominal depth of the back fiducial.  The

optical parameters were independently determined for each of three assem-

blies and fillings of the chamber involved in the run.  Resulting camera

assembly positions varied by less than 2 mm in the three determinations.
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The rotation angle varied by 0.08 radians.  The absolute error in coor-

dinates of a point in the chamber is proportional to the error in camera

assembly coordinates with a proportionality factor ranging from 0 at the

fiducial plane to about 0.2 at the bottom of the chamber.  However, since

few events extend over the entire depth of the chamber this is a generous

limit on resulting event distortion.  Values of optical parameters are

available in Appendix II.

The chamber magnetic field was carefully mapped and fit with a set

of 30 Polynomials to an overall accuracy of about  &0.2% over the entire

chamber volume several months before the film-taking runs. Fifty-
43

seven T decays were easily identified in a portion of the K  beam film.

These were carefully measured and kinematically reconstructed.  The fit

to the shape of the chamber field with an overall adjustable factor was

used for the field and the overall factor was varied so that the-combined

mass of the A's measured 493·82.  The best value for the overall factor          i

was one so that the field actually used corresponds exactly to the mapped

field in the case of the K  beam film.  Having established the magnetic

field in the chamber, we computed the beam momentum  from the decay

product momenta for the 57 T's.  Energy loss in deuterium was allowed

for  at   the   rate   o f 0.540 MeV/cm to determine the momentum  of   the  beam

entering the chamber (at  X = -35.0 cm in our coordinate system to be

exact).  The momentum was found to be 615 MeV/c with a standard devia-

tion of 7 MeV/c.  This is in good agreement with the time-of-flight

value and the range data if account is taken of loss in penetrating

the entrance window of the chamber.

For the x exposure .the chamber·magnet current was brought to 2/3

the value for the K exposure so that beam curvature would be approximately
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the same.  The actual field strength was determined from the curvature

of beam tracks and their momentum which was determined from the bending

magnet currents.  The currents themselves were determined by scaling

from the kaon beam values according to measured nonlinear excitation
40characteristics for the magnets.

D.  Scanning and Measuring

Film from the four cameras is on four separate 70-mm rolls of Kodak

Recordak Microfile with mylar base -- about 2300 frames. per roll.  The

views were conventionally numbered with the chamber-cone axis view

numbered 4 and the surrounding cameras numbered 1 (over entrance port),

2 (over expansion piston opening), and 3.

Scanning was done on three-view Prevost scanning tables with overall

magnification  to the fiducial plane  of  just  over one. Since camera  4

views the entire cliatuber, scanning was done principally with view 4,

using two of the remaining three views more for examining specific

features in a different perspective·than for searching.  Measuring was

done .in a selection of three  of  the four views. Three types of measuring

machines were used: the Mangiospago image plane digitizers had a least

count of about 5 microns on film which is about 60 microns in the chamber,

and an overall magnification to the fiducial plane near unity.  These

machines were controlled by an on-line computer system which supervised

the measuring operations and collected data. The Vanguard film plane

digitizers had a least count of about 2.5 microns on film corresponding

to 29 microns in the chamber and a magnification of about 1.4 overall to

the fiducial plane.  Versions of the Vanguard were used both on-line to

the same computer system as the Mangiospagos and operating directly into
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a card punch.  Most measuring was done with views 123 on the machines.

When possible, points were taken in all three views. At times, more

often when measuring electron pairs from r conversions in the cones,

measurements of particular tracks could be made in only two views.

Again due to the obscuring of tracks in certain views by the cones, it
.

was occasionally necessary to replace one of the views 123 with view 4

and measure in view 4 and one or two of the remaining views.

Reconstruction and event fitting was first done on various models

of IBM system 360 computers with the CERN bubble chamber program package

THRESH-GRIND. Later the reconstruction and fitting was done on a CDC

6400 with the Berkeley programs TVGP-SQUAW.  Both of the reconstruction-

fitting packages were modified to allow for momentum loss when tra8ks

penetrated the stainless steel cones.  Extensive use was made of both

computing systems with programming spedifically written for this experi-

ment for data processing subsequent to reconstruction and fitting and

for Monte Carlo simulations.

Only the region of the bubble chamber inside of the inside surface

of the large cone was searched for charge exchanges. In addition the ·

scanners did not look for or accept potential charge exchanges produced

by beam tracks far outside of the beam region, by beam tracks entering

the chamber at a much different angle than the majority or with a much

different curvature.  Perhaps 5% of the beam was discounted in this way·

Interactions that could be seen to have taken place in the metal of the

small cone were ineligible for consideration as charge exchanges.  After

potential charge exchanges were found, measured, reconstructed and fitted

they were reviewed by an experiment-specific post fitting program.  Checks

were made for adequate measurement quality and successful reconstruction.
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The interaction point was required to have Z coordinate between  -21.0

and -12.0 cm. The beam track was required to have a dip between  -0.10

and  +0.11 (radian) and to be parallel to the mean beam track in the XY

plane to  +3'.  All nonstopping secondary tracks were required to have

dips less than 60 degrees, s6 that accurate bubble density estimates

could be made.
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III.  THE PION BEAM SUBEXPERIMENT

A.  The Charge Exchange Vertex

The 400 MeV/c pion beam probably contained a large muon contamina-

tion and there may also have been some electrons.  Protons at 400 Melr/c

would stop in the chamber and produce tracks with high bubble density.

Very few high bubble density or high momentum tracks were seen and no

events initiated by such beam tracks were accepted as charge exchanges.

The muons and electrons have such a low cross section for producing

anything that might be confused with a K d charge exchange that they

would be no serious cause of background even if they outnumbered the

pions.  A kaon contamination in the beam can be ruled out because of

the ratio of pions to kaons at the target in this momentum range (which

is known to be several hundred to one), the fact that the beam transport

is about seven times the mean free path of kaons at this momentum, and

by the absence of typical V decays associated with charge exchanges.

Recalling, in addition, the description of the bubble chamber,

we can assume  that a pure K  beam interacted with a pure deuterium

target.  The 400-MeV/c beam momentum is above threshold for single pion

production only.  The reactions with significant cross sections which
+

might look like A d charge exchange are:

+                         0                                            21   mb    (Ref·    44)
0.         ir   d   -4    ppir

+         0 0I.        A  d  -4   PPA K 0·3 mb (Ref. 45)
+

II. 1[ d -* Ppr 0.19 mb (Ref. 46)
+

III. Tr  d  -* PP 2.8 mb (Ref. 47)

+
A d total 105 mb (Ref. 48)

No reactions with charged pions in the final state are considered since
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the identification of the charged pion as a light particle was readily

made to reject such events.  For each of the four reactions the corre-

sponding reaction with, in addition, photons in the final state is pos-

sible.  The cross sections for such reactions are very small unless the

photons are of low energy, and rise rapidly as the photon energies

approach zero.  If any effects due to such photons were significant

the numbers of detected photons would show a rise at low photon energy

observable in Fig. 22 to be discussed below and no such effect was seen.

Furthermore, even reaction III is not a background since it is distinc-

tive kinematically and could rarely be confused with the desired charge

exchange.  The minimum proton momentum in reaction III is 443 MeV/c and

can occur only with that proton going backwards in the lab. In the case

of the charge exchange, reaction 0, the spectator proton has a momentum

greater than 350 MeV/c only 1% of the time and when the slow proton is

this fast it must go forward in the lab.  In the case of reaction III,

both protons should usually leave the chamber without stopping, while

in the case of reaction 0, one proton will nearly always stop.

From the cross sections presented it is found that the probability

of any interaction is about 0.52 per meter of track length.  With a

nominal ten tracks per frame and a 0.5-meter track length within the

fiducial volume, 2.6 interactions should be expected per frame with a

charge exchange occurring about once in two frames. The sample of

identified charge exchanges will contain 97·7% simple charge exchange

(reaction 0), 1.4% of reaction I which produces twice as many r's, and

0.88% of reaction II which produces only one r.

Ten  rolls    ( 23,000 frame s) were triple scanned for charge exchange s

and 10,983 charge exchanges were identified (Table I, line 1).  Approxi-
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mately 880 examples of reaction III were noticed and were not included

in the charge exchange sample.  Physicists examined the sample of charge

exchanges at the same time that the searches were made for electron

pairs.

The events found in the first two rolls were measured, reconstructed

and fitted to the charge exchange and elastic scattering hypotheses.

The post fitting program checked fits for consistency between visually
2

estimated relative ionization of each track and 1/0  for that track.

In the remaining eight rolls charge exchanges were measured only when

electron pairs were associated.

B.  The Detection of the r's

+
The    frame in which each event   in   the    sample   of   A d charge exchange s

occurs was carefully examined by physicists for r conversions in three

separate passes.  Electron pairs produced in the liquid anywhere in the

chamber were acceptable.  For conversions in the metal cones, at least

one positron was required to be identified along with whatever negatrons

were present, or, if there was no positron at least two negatrons were

required.  Conversions in the metal were not acceptable if they occurred

in the rings at the bottom of the cones which formed part of the struc-

ture mounting the cones to the chamber back plate or in the legs attached

to the rings.  Further, conversions in the thin strips of metal remaining

when the large rectangular expansion holes were cut in the cones were

not acceptable.

A 400-MeV/c pion charge exchanging with deuterium re sults in  r's  with

momenta   in the range   from  11. 4  MeV/c   to 412   MeV/c. The average labora-

tory energy of the r's was 168 MeV and the average energy loss due to
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the electrons penetrating the metal was 33 MeV·  Thus the total emerging

energy in a r conversion averaged about 135 MeV, shared randomly between

two electrons in the usual case.  The efficiency for detecting electrons

emerging from the metal dropped off as the momentum of the electrons

went below about 1 MeV. It was not even attempted to find all the con-

versions with total emerging energy of all electrons less than 5 MeV.

The presence of all r's was recorded except when the directions of the

emerging electrons left no hope of their pointing back to within some

eight centimeters of the charge exchange.  About 3800 r's were recorded.

The charge exchange events with associated conversions and the elec-

trons resulting from the conversions were measured and reconstructed.

The main vertex was fitted to the charge exchange hypothesis (one con-

straint) to compute the neutral pion trajectory.  From this information

four parameters relating to the degree to which the r appeared to come

from the charge exchange were computed. The direction of the r trajec-

tory was first estimated as the sum of the electron momenta, which

together with the conversion point determined a line. The distance

of  close st approach   of  this   line   to the charge exchange   i s termed   "DL".

If the line segment along which DL is measured is projected onto the

fiducial plane (XY plane), the length  of the projection is "DLXY"·

The distance between the point of closest approach to the charge exchange

"T 11and the conversion point is  u .  The r energy was estimated as the total

electron energy emerging from the conversion plus a nominal energy loss

due to ionization.  The thickness of metal intersected by the r trajec-

tory was halved to get an estimate, correct on the average, of the dis-

tance the electrons traveled through the metal.  An ionization loss of

15.82 MeV per centimeter was ascribed.  The r direction was again computed,
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thi s    time    a s    th e direction   from the charge exchange   to the conversion

point except when the distance between these points was less than 5 cm,

in which case the previously described estimate was used.  The fourth

parameter to be computed was the r energy in the neutral pion center

of mass.

Figure 8 shows the momentum distribution in the neutral pion center

of mass obtained as described in the previous paragraph. The distribu-

tion is plotted separately for conversions in the stainless steel cones

and in the liquid (including Dalitz mode decays).  In both cases the

peak occurs at 67 MeV/c and the frequency falls off more slowly on the

low momentum side than on the high side.  On the high momentum side the

rate is down to 50% at 12 MeV/c above the peak for the conversions in

the metal, and the fall off is only slightly faster for the conversions

in the liquid.

Figures 9a,b,c present the frequency distribution of DL and of DLXY

as described above. The distributions include all values of L and are

broken down into four ranges of laboratory r energy for r's converted

in the metal converters, and conversions in the liquid are represented

in a fifth category. The DL distribution for conversions in the metal

for r energies above 150 MeV shows a strong peak for DL less than 1.2

cm.  DLXY is much less affected by the poorer accuracy of depth measure-

ments (Z coordinate) than is DL and depends almost exclusively on the

more precisely measurable XY coordinates. This parameter shows a strong,

sharp frequency peak below 1 cm with very little tail above 1 cm.  The

distributions of DL and DLXY for conversions in the liquid are similar

but the peaks are still sharper and narrower.  For the conversions in

the metal the peaks in the DL and DLXY frequency distributions become

B
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progressively broader and flatter as the r laboratory energy decreases.

Finally, for r's with energies less than 50 MeV, the frequencies rise

almost linearly as DL or DLXY is reduced from 6 or 7 cm to zero.

A detailed study of the two-dimensional frequency distributions of

L and DL and of L and DLXY broken into the same five categories of r

energy and conversion in metal or liquid was made. For each category

two piecewise linear functions were decided upon to be limits on DL and

DLXY for a given value of L. The functions were chosen to include the

frequency peaks with room to spare and to only exclude a fairly flat

background of about 1% of the events.  These functions are represented

in Fig. 10.  A r was considered correlated with a charge exchange only

if the corre sponding values   of   DL   and   DLXY  were   both   less   than the limit

for the value of L.  The r's with momenta more than 115 MeV/c in the

neutral pion center of mass were closely studied and if the reason for

the high momentum could nol be found (incorrect or inaccurate electron

measurement or poor fit to the charge exchange hypothesis at the main

vertex,   for some examples)  the  r was considered not correlated  with  the

charge exchange.

C.  r Background

Frames containing no charge exchanges selected from the K exposure

film were scarnied for elastic scatters  and  then  for r' s,  just as  if  the

elastic scatters were charge exchanges. We studied 7572 elastic

scatters. In those cases where r's were found, the scatter vertex and

the conversion electrons were measured in the same standard way as for

pion charge exchange events. The parameters L, DL, and DLXY were com-

puted, and, if the DL and DLXY were not within the limits used for the

primary events (Fig. 10), the r was taken to not be correlated with the
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event.  For those scatters with a r remaining, neutral pion momenta and

directions were simulated to go along with the measured vertex point

to completely simulate pion charge exchange.  The r energy in the simu-

lated neutral pion center of mass was computed in the conventional

manner.  For each elastic scatter, 1000 neutral pions were randomly

generated to determine the probability that the r momentum in the center

of mass would be less than 115 MeV/c.  Each r was given a weight equal

to this probability and the weighted sum was divided by the number of

scatters· studied to determine  the r background  rate. The background
rate was found to be 0.54% background r's per charge exchange.  In the

same way each r was weighted according to the probability that it would

have a momentum greater than 115 MeV/c.  The rate for high momentum

background is 0.71% r's per charge exchange.  The high momentum back-

ground is not really a background because high momentum r's were deleted

from the sample of charge exchange correlated r's.  Rather, it is a check        !

on the method of measuring the low momentum background.  The observed

number of r's matched with real charge exchanges, with DL and DLXY

parameters within limits, but with center-of-mass momenta higher than

115 MeV/c, was 80, giving a rate of 0.73% high momentum r's per charge

exchange in excellent agreement with the background determining analysis.

D.  Results

A total of 3781 r's were correlated with the 10,983 events charge

exchange sample (Table I, line 2).  Of these r's 60 were background (10,983

charge exchanges times the 0.54% background rate described in paragraph C)

(Table I, line 3).  Since 1.4% of the charge exchanges produced two extra
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r's, and 0.88% produced only one (from paragraph A), a total of 0.96%

excess r's were produced.  The data is equivalent to 3686 r's detected

from an ideal sample of 10,983 charge exchanges (Table I, line 5)·  The

overall r detection efficiency was then 16.8%.  This is the result of

both triple scanning for charge exchange vertices and searching for r

conversions three times.  The result after only double scanning for both

features differed by only 0.2% from the triple scan result.  The statis-

tical error on the r detection efficiency is 1.5%, computed according

to binomial distribution formulas (Appendix VII), and other errors are

insignificant at this statistical level.
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IV. THE KAON BEAM SUBEXPERIMENT

A.  The Charge Exchange Vertex

+It is known that although the 620 MeV/c K beam entering the chamber

may have been contaminated with protons, pions, and muons, the total

contamination was not more than 2% at worst (see Section II, paragraph

A).  A small muon contamination is totally harmless due to the very

low cross section for muon interactions.  A specific search was made

for pion interactions and this will be discussed in the following para-

graphs.  The proton contamination was found to be negligible but it is

more convenient to support this point in a later paragraph.

Considering then the reaction of 620 MeV/c positive kaons with

deuterium with faith in the conservation of strangeness and baryon

number, we observe that the final state must consist of two nucleons,

a kaon and possibly a pion.  The possible reactions are:

+
0.   K d -* ppKo 6.6 mb (Ref· 49)

00I.                «  ppK y[ 0.1 mb (Ref. 50)

II· -' PPK+C 0.1 mb (Ref. 50)
+

III. -* pnK

19.3 mb (Ref· 51)
or  dK+

IV. 0 pnK K
+0

+O 0.05 mb (Ref. 52)
or dK ;r

0+
V.                       -1    pnK   K

0+ 0.14 mb (Ref. 52)
or dK A

VI. 0 nnK A 0.008 mb (Ref. 53)
++

'

K d total 27 mb (Ref. 49)
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In addition there is the possibility of photons in the final state

as well.  The cross section for each of the reactions, with photons in

the final state as well, is very small unless the photon energy is low.

Reaction I can be thought of as the desired reaction producing a K' but

in addition producing a pair of high energy photons from decay of the

A'.  Thus reaction I, and the small probability of photon production

(with energy above 1 MeV) along with a charge exchange, just add a

background r flux to the r's originating from decay of K"s.  A highly

effective treatment of the background r flux, equally applicable to r's

from charge exchanges with pion or r production or to an external r flux,

will be presented.

Reaction II might be mistaken for reaction 0 with very quick decay

of K' to A  and A-.  Besides the low cross section of reaction II com-

pared with 0, the number of events described by reaction II in our charge

exchange sample would be further reduced since many would not kinematically

fit simple charge exchange.  For reaction II, the maximum K  momentum is

350 MeV/c and at this momentum a kaon leaves a bubble density three times

as high as a pion.  Kaons and pions are separable by track ionization

down to well below 100 MeV/c but at these low momenta the kaon track

+ +
should always end in the chamber.  K  and A  decays were readily dis-

tinguished.

Reactions V and VI each have two charged tracks, both positive and

one track is a pion.  The pion track was easily distinguished from a

proton track to eliminate examples of these reactions from considera-

tion as charge exchanges. It remains to select charge exchange,

reaction 0, from reactions III and IV. The problem resolves itself

into selecting those reactions with only one or two proton tracks
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visible from those occurring about three times as often with a charged

kaon emerging.

A track ending in the chamber, when intelligently examined, can

be called a proton and not a kaon with almost complete confidence, for           I

the  purposes  of this experiment. Consider the probability of error  in

such  a  case.     If  a kaon track  ends  in the chamber,   it must either charge
+

exchange at the endpoint or else decay.  A K  decay is readily recog-
+

nized so that a secondary K  track that ends in the chamber and is

mistaken for a proton must be charge exchanging at the endpoint.  In

addition the track must be of low momentum near the endpoint, below

about 200 MeV/c if the track ends in the liquid or below about 300 MeV/c

if it ends in the metal cones, or it could not be mistaken for a stop-

ping proton.  First, although there are three times as many events with

K  secondary tracks to be separated from events with only proton secondary

tracks, phase space favors higher momentum kaons.  Secondary K 's with

such a low momentum occur less than half as frequently as stopping protons.

Secondly, a K  with this low a momentum should decay rather than charge

exchange with a probability greater than 99% (the CE cross section is '

about  1 mb or less).  In addition charge exchanging kaons have asso-

ciated V's in 1/3 of the cases.  Thus, if V decays are not looked for

in deciding whether a track ending in the chamber is a K or a proton,

then a later search for V's associated with endpoints can determine the

level of accuracy of the decision process.  Only two events were found

where   such   a   V ·was   seen.

The more difficult decision is to determine the nature of the

faster, often nonstopping track.  As a simple model of the problem

with which to study kinematics, consider K n charge exchange compared
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with K n scattering.  Figure 11 presents the momentum of the outgoing

charged track in terms of its angle with respect to the incoming 615

Mel//c  K   beam  for  the two reactions. The curves cross  at  470  MeV/c.
For a track in the vicinity of 470 MeV/c it is not possible to dis-

criminate between scatters and charge exchanges on a kinematical basis

alone.

Figure 12 presents the expected bubble densities of K  and proton

tracks in terms of momentum.  Bubble densities may be judged visually,

by comparison with the beam track, over the range from minimum (1) to

about five times minimum, and with experience to a resolution of about

a factor of 1.5, quite reliably.  For tracks with a momentum above 275

MeV/c identification by bubble density is practical, while lower momen-

tum tracks should stop if they are protons.  Figure 13 presents the

momentum loss in penetrating 5 mm of stainless steel for a K  and for

a proton in terms of momentum. The amount of momentum change, as

evidenced by bubble density changes and curvature changes, when a

track penetrates the cone was of great help in identifying tracks.

The presence of the cones also increased the probability of tracks

stopping in the chamber.

About 35 rolls of the K  exposure film were triple scanned for

charge exchanges by the scanning staff. The scanners looked for all

one and two prong vertices with only protons emerging, or three prongs

with one proton emerging or four prongs with two protons.  The scanners

rejected vertices with a definitely identified K  in the final state.

Those vertices with two proton tracks which both leave the chamber were

rejected.  There was therefore always at least one stopping secondary

track that could be identified with great confidence, and its momentum

I-'-         -                    -
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was known from range as well as curvature.  The scanners were carefully

trained to use track curvature and relative bubble densities to dis-

tinguish protons from kaons but were instructed to call the track a

proton in a case of real doubt.  All tracks ending in the chamber and'.  t'

showing no sign of decay were taken as protons.  Considerable attention

was devoted to insuring that the scanners did not realize the signifi-

cance of V decays or r conversions.

All of the potential charge exchanges found by the seanners were

measured (and remeasured several times when necessary) to get a kine-

matical reconstruction.  The fitting programs tried the K scatter and

K charge exchange hypotheses.  A post fitting program tested all fits

for consistency with visually estimated ionizations and proton range.

Checks were made that supposed stopping points were inside the chamber.

Physicist scan requests were generated for all events consistent

with the charge exchange hypothesis even when the K scatter hypothesis
was more likely. About 14% of the events were not actually charge

exchanges -- most of them having been marked as suspicious by the post

fitting program.  Physicists looked at each of the supposed charge

exchanges to make a final decision as to whether it really was a charge

exchange or not. In making this decision the physicist had the benefit

of complete kinematical information for the charge exchange hypothesis

and for the scatter hypothesis if a fit could be made to scattering.
Using this information the physicist checked for correct measuring tech-

nique, double checked bubble densities, and checked for momentum loss

along tracks, especially where tracks penetrated the metal.  Supposed
stopping points were scrutinized.  Most of the 14% background in the

event sample was readily removed.  In less than 1% of the cases was the
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physicist unsure of his decision.  A second pass was made by physicists

on the film to check the decisions made on the first pass.

From the charge exchange cross section it is expected that the

about 75,000 frames scanned would contain about 1 charge exchange per

5 frames  (with a nominal 0.5-meter per track in the fiducial volume

and 10 tracks per frame), for a total of 15 ,000 events. Table A summarizes

the nature of the identified charge exchanges.  From the original sample

of 23,143 events found by the scanners, the post fitting program rejected

7382.  Rejection was most often due to inconsistency with our defined

limits on track dips, beam direction, etc., and sometimes because the

event fitted well to the scatter hypothesis (including identification

of stopping tracks as protons and using ionization and range data) and

did not fit charge exchange.  The physicists then rejected another 2158

to give the final sample of 13,603 charge exchanges.  Ideally no charge

exchanges with two nonstopping proton tracks should appear, but in fact

94 such events were found to be in the final sample.

Table A

Total charge exchanges 13603

One proton visible 8163
Proton nonstopping 4382
Proton stopping 3781

Two protons visible 5440
One proton stopping 2934
Two protons stopping 2412
Residual two protons nonstopping events         94

Events consistent with K scatter according
to post fitting program

 

439

Events already rejected by post fitting program 7382

Events already rejected by physicists 2158
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0
B.  K  Decays

At the same time the charge exchange vertices were being checked

the physicist searched for possible K' decay products.  The fitted

direction of the K' was at hand and the mean length of flight of the

Ks was 2.14 cm.  When a V decay was identified the distance from the

charge exchange vertex to the V vertex was measured with a ruler. The

physicist scanned the entire chamber for converted r's just as in the

pion beam subexperiment, but account was taken of the possibility of a

K' length of flight of 10 cm or more, so that a conversion pair need

only point to somewhere along the trajectory, not necessarily to the

charge exchange vertex.  A conversion pair was not recorded if there

was no hope of its pointing to within 8 cm of the reconstructed K' tra-

jectory.  The same rules of acceptability were imposed on the conversion

pairs as in the pion beam subexperiment.  Either a positron must have

been identified or a minimum of two negatrons. Conversions in the

rings at the bottoms of the cones were not accepted, etc.  Laboratory

energies of r's from K' decay were in the range from 7.2 MeV to 630

MeV.  The mean energy was 160 MeV and the mean energy lost by electrons

in penetrating the steel was 30 MeV so that the emerging energy averaged

130 MeV shared randomly between 2 electrons in most cases.  For each r

conversion recorded the physicist scanned the chamber for possible alter-
+

native sources of the r.  These took the form of K  decays and pion

charge exchanges from K  decays or from K' V decays.  All charge exchange

events were scanned for conversion r's in the same way irrespective of

an identified V decay.  Scanner's reports were punched on cards.  The

reports were redundant.and programs made consistency checks to reduce

the chance of keypunch errors.  The scanner's reports were added to
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the charge exchange vertex fit data and checks were made to insure that

each event had been looked at and that each event was repre sented in

the data only once in spite of possible duplicate measurements.  The

programs then generated decay product measurement requests for those

events with reported r conversions.  Each event was scanned twice in

this manner by physicists.

Table B presents a summary of the results of the scans for decay

products.

Table B

Charge exchanges 12970

Events with no V decay 8410

With no V but with r's 2235

Events with V decay 4560

With V and with r 620

Total r's 3617

Total r's possibly from a K  decay 1761

Note: the last two rolls of film have not been processed

for decay products and do not appear here but were included

in Table A.

The 620 events with both V decay and r's reported to first approximation

could not have actually produced r's, so that a substantial background

r flux is evident in the raw scanning results.  This is again shown by

the fact that nearly half of the reported r's have an alternative pos-

sible source identified.
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+
The reported r conversions and K  decays, which could alternatively

have been the source of the r's, were measured and kinematically recon-

structed.  In scanning, one-prong events initiated by a beam track were

selected for measurement as possible K decays. These events would be

K n scatters, K 2 and K 2 decays and three-body decays including Ke3'

K  , and K .  A scatter or K decay does not lead to r production but 3      k13                k12

K 2 and various of the three-body decays do result in neutral pions and

therefore r's.  In the single case of the K42 decay the neutral pion

momentum is reconstructable from the decay vertex. The supposed decays

were fitted to K  scatter, K 2' and K 2 hypothesis.  In case there was

a fit but there was no K 2 fit, the decay was marked non-r producing.

This information was combined with the charge exchange vertex and physi-

cist scanning information.  A program checked the decay product measure-

ment data against the physicist's description and if there was a dis-

crepancy or if there was poor reconstruction of an element a request

was made for additional measurements of the unsatisfactory parts.

Another program chose the best measurements when a conversion pair or

decay had been measured more than once and assigned each r to a source'

(the main charge exchange and subsequent K' decay, K  decay, or external

background).

The final processing program, as described, was responsible for

deciding the source of each r.  For each r the program first investi-
+

gated each measured K  decay as a possible source.  The parameters L,

DL, and DLXY were computed exactly as described in the section on the

pion beam subexperiment.  Slightly tighter limits of acceptability were

used than those described there.       If   the   DL   and DI,XY parameters   were

larger than acceptable the decay was eliminated as a possible source.
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If the decay was marked non-r producing it was eliminated. If a K
K2

fit was made the r momentum in the center of mass of the neutral pion

was computed, exactly as previously described, and was required to be

less than 111 MeV/c.  If a match between a r and a decay was not elim-

inated by these methods, the r was assigned to come from a decay and

the decay that seemed to fit best was chosen as the source. The program

then checked the main K' producing event as a source for the r's.  The

significant length of flight of the K' makes the geometry involved in

matching a r with the main event more complicated. The parameters L,

DL, and DLXY were again used but were defined differently. The fitted

K' direction and charge exchange vertex determine a line, the K' trajec-

tory. The distance of closest approach between this line and the r

trajectory, reconstructed as usual from the pair conversion point and

the total electron momentum, is DL. The closest approach of the two

lines defines a second point on each trajectory.  L is therefore defined

as the distance between the two points along the r trajectory, and the

apparent length of flight of the K' is the distance defined along the

K' trajectory.  To be exact, DL was computed by minimization within

the constraints that the lengths of flights of the K' and of the r were

non-negative and that the length of flight of the K' was not more than

six mean decay lengths.  DLXY was computed by similarly minimizing the
0

distance between the K  and r trajectories under the constraint that

the lengths of flight were non-negative but this time as a two-dimensional

system using only the fiducial plane coordinates X, Y.  It is apparent

that in two dimensions the trajectories must cross, and DLXY would

always be zero if it were not for the constraints.  Even so DLXY was

usually zero.  DL and DLXY were required to be within limits for the
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r' s  to· be considered as originating  from  the main event,   but the limits

were not exactly those previously described.  In addition, the momentum

of the r's in the K' center of mass was required to be less than 300

MeV/c.  The kinematical limits on r momentum from K' to 2K' decay are

20 MeV/c and 229 MeV/c.  The center-of-mass momentum was computed from

the total emerging electron energy. The r direction was computed as

the line joining the conversion point with the apparent K' decay point

when L was greater than 5 cm, and as the direction of the total electron

momentum when L was less than 5 cm.  If the r was not already assigned
+

to K  decay and if it passed the requirements for a match with the main

K' decay, it was assigned to main.  Gammas not assigned to decay or

main were assigned to the external r flux. In addition, conversion

pairs  with a total emerging energy  of   le ss   than   10  MeV were assigned                                   I

to the external r flux regardless of any other factor.  This has the

effect of defining an acceptance cut.

The K' trajectory was not known perfectly since it was reconstructed

from a fit to the charge exchange.  A sample of 1228 charge exchanges,

found  by spec ifically looking   for V decays, was measured   in the usual  '

fashion and the K' directions were reconstructed.  The V's were also

measured to provide much more acturate K' directions.  Figure 14 shows

the frequency distribution of the angle between the K' directions deter-

mined in the two ways.  Error in the K' direction was taken into consid-

eration in setting the limit of acceptability on DL for a match between

a r and the main K' decay.  If the apparent length of flight of the K'

was less than three mean decay lengths, the apparent length of flight

times the rms of the errors in dip and azimuth of the K' as supplied

by the fitting program were added to the DL limit computed according
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to the pion beam subexperiment recipe.  If the apparent length of flight

was more than three mean decay lengths, then the addition to the limit

on DL was figured on a length of flight of three mean decay lengths.

The rms of the estimated angular errors was typically 0.1.  The limit

on DLXY was the same as for the pion beam subexperiment.

Finally,·a physicist looked at the complete analysis of each event

with reported r's and the film frame to verify the computer program's

decisions.  The physicist could work with the program in a primitive

sort of conversational manner. In events with several r's or several

decays, when there were many measurements of each part, the computer

program sometimes became confused and gave up its attempt to find the

best  unique  set of measurements. The physicist could  set it right.

The program indicated suspicious cases, for example, when two r's were

assigned to the same K' decay but gave K' lengths of flight differing

by more  than a computed reasonable error  estimate. The physicist could
then look for the reason for the difficulty (a r may have been impro-

perly measured, or it may be possible to substantiate the idea that one

of the r's comes from somewhere else).  Additional information may be

available about possible K  decays on sight, such as the fact that an

event that had fit the K scatter hypothesis and had therefore been

marked non-r producing was in fact a K decay, since the prong cou.ld be

identified as a pion by its decay.  In certain cases one comparatively

low energy electron track from a r conversion may not have reconstructed

properly so that the accuracy of the reconstruction of the r may be

improved by including hand measurements or sight estimates of the elec-

tron track parameters (this would be a small perturbation since the

reconstructed r parameters would be dominated by the well measured
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higher energy electron).  A Monte Carlo simulation was done to investi-

gate the probability of a r originating from the main K' decay being

falsely assigned to a K  decay.  The result of the study is that 26

additional charge exchanges should have had an assigned r.  In the                

course of this review of the data, physicists chose approximately 25

r' s that the program had assigned  to K  decays and designated them to

be from K' decay instead.  The physicist's side of the conversation was

punched on cards and in a new run the processing program redid the

analysis.  Possibly physicist intervention would again be required.

Throughout the entire processing no distinction was made between charge

exchanges with or without associated V decays.

Table C presents a summary of the results emerging from the final

processing program.

Table C

Total charge exchange s 12970

Events with no V decay 8410

Events with no V but with r's associated 1284

Events with a V decay 4560

Events with a V decay and with r's associated 164

Total r's measured 3379

Assigned to main 1772

+
Assigned to K decay 922

Assigned to external 685

Assigned to decay but also acceptable for main 387

Events with unreconstructed r's which appear to fit main  10
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C.  Background Studies

There was a recognized possibility of a small pion contamination

in the K  beam.  If there were pions in the beam, some of them should

have reacted according to:

+   +-
I•       n  d  -*   It  Tr PP 29%

II. -' App 56%
0

III. 4 7[ A pp 12%
00

IV. -4 K * A pp O.6%
0 0 0

V.                    0    Ypp                                             1%

VI. -+    A   ,   A   pp                                  1%                      (Ref.    54)

+ -0

(figures indicate distribution of cross section among the channels given).

Occurrences of I and VI would have been accepted by our processing as

cliarge exchanges with V' s.  From the sample of supposed charge exchanges

with V decays were selected those events with a reported K' length of

flight projected on the fiducial plane of 0.5 mm or less. The two

charged pion tracks were measured for each event.  A frequency distri-

bution of the two charged pion combined mass for these events appears

in Fig· 15·  The phase space for reaction I at 600 MeV/c appears in Fig.

16 in terms of the combined mass of the two pions.  If the event was a

kaon charge exchange, the combined mass of the pions is expected to be

the K' mass, 498 MeV.  The combined mass peak near 500 MeV is clearly

evident.  Those events with combined mass less than 425 MeV were selected

for further study.  Each of these events was examined by a physicist to

insute correct measurement and to check the general appearance of the

eveht (the physicist could check to make sure it was not a charge exchange

and K' decay to K  and A- with a pion scattering very near the K' decay

point, for example).  About 65% of the film was treated in this fashion
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to find nine of these events, so all of the data is expected to contain

14.  The assumption was made that the combined mass of the charged pion

pairs from reactions I and VI is distributed the same as the phase space

for reaction I (observe that reaction VI occurs less frequently than I).

68.8% of this phase space is below 425 MeV (fig. 16), so that the total

number of occurrences of reactions I and VI is expected to be 20.

A second study of the background also involved the previous identi-

fication of V decays.  Ideally the ratio of the number of events,

selected on the basis of some property of the charge exchange vertex,

with no V decay to all with that property should not depend on the selec-

tion of the events. The variation of the ratio R of events with no V

decay to all events with many different parameters was studied.  A few

of these are displayed in Figs. 17 and 18.  In examining the plot of R

in terms of the radius of the charge exchange in the fiducial plane it

is seen that there is an abnormality at a radius of about 15 cm.  This

is approximately the radius of the small r ronverter cone at the beam

depth.  About 150 of the identified charge exchanges appear to have been

events taking place in the steel.  The analysis program was directed to

read the comments section of the physicist's scanning report and to pass

over those 150 events that were in the metal or in the beam slit of the

small   cone.      The se events   are not included   in  any  of the other table s

or figures presented.  The sensitivity of this test for abnormalities

can be appreciated when it is seen how clearly this 150 events sample,

containing bias to the extent of about 40 events, was picked out of a

total of 14,000 events.  Again, looking at the plot of R vs the ioniza-

tion and stopping characteristics of the two-prong charge exchange protons,

one can   see   that   the re sidual 94 events  with both protons nonstopping  must
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contain background.  The background was estimated to be 0.2% and again

shows the sensitivity of the test.  No further significant indication

of abnormality could be found.

Since the plot of R vs the momentum of the fast proton indicated

no abnormality in the data even up to a momentum of 700 MeV/c, we were

able to distinguish protons from kaons at the beam momentum by bubble

density, at least to a fair confidence level, say 50%.  Some entering

beam tracks were identified, in passing, as probably being protons.

Most of these tracks were outside the limits on beam angle and, there-

fore, could not be considered for charge exchanges.  Of the events

first found by the scanning staff, not more than 60 were later recog-

nized by physicists as being produced by proton beam tracks.  These

were not included in the final data but perhaps an equal number escaped

recognition and do appear in the data.

D.  Results

Figure 23 presents the lifetime distribution for K' to two charged

particle decays.  Also plotted is a straight line with slope corresponding

to the KS mean lifetime.  The experimental data lie very nearly on the

straight line for decay times less than four short lifetimes, and rise

above for longer decay times, approaching a constant decay rate of about

7 to 10 decays per Ks mean lifetime.  A naive model, in which the K'

has a lifetime distribution consisting of an equal sum of two exponen-

tials with the known long and short lifetimes, fits the data well giving

a near constant rate of about 9 decays per short lifetime at decay times

longer than 9 short lifetimes.  The indications are that the efficiency

for detecting V decays remains good out to lengths of flight at which
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the decays are dominated by K 's.  The reconstructed momentum and dip

of the K' were required for the computation of the decay time so that

this further indicates that K' reconstructions from the measured charge

exchanges were substantially correct.

Figures 24 and 25 give the distributions of the DL parameter sepa-

rately for four different laboratory r momentum ranges and for charge

exchanges wlth and without a V decay.  All are conversions in the metal,

and all r's with momenta below 300 MeV/c in the K' rest system are

included.  The hatched distribution is for the charge exchanges with

V decays. The unit in which DL was measured was the limit of accepta-

bility of this parameter, as used in the final processing program, and

varies from one momentum range to another and with the L parameter of

each r (Fig. 10).  The hatched distributions must represent the back-

ground r flux, since few events with V decays could have actually pro-

duced r's.  The distributions are fairly flat, decreasing a bit at

large DL.  The DL limits generously include the peaks in the distribu-

tions for events with no V decays and do not exclude the small shelves

of events with DL a little larger.  The fairly flat tails, similar to ,

the distributions for events with V decays, do lie beyond the acceptable

range of DL.

Figure 26 presents the frequency distribution of the r momentum in

the neutral pion rest frame, for those r's assigned to a K  decay with

a K 2 fit.  The frequency rises to a peak near 64 MeV/c and falls to

half maximum on the high momentum side at about 74 MeV/c·

The pion beam induced reactions in the charge exchange sample con-

tained the following (as was listed previously):
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+-I.       1(  +  d  -*   Ir  ir PP 29%

II. -+ ir PP 56%
0

00III. -, ir 11 pp         12%

IV. -4 A K K PP 0.6%
0 0 0

V.                             -*    rpp                                            1%

+LOVI. --4 ir Ir Ir pp        1%

The 20 events with A K- in the final state (from paragraph C) represent

30·7% of the cross section for * d interactions that would have appeared

in the K  charge exchange sample.  Assuming that the acceptance effi-

ciencies for reactions I to VI in this sample are all the same we expect
a total of 65 pion beam induced events in the kaon charge exchange

sample. ·The sample also contained an estimated 30t30 proton beam events

and 0.2% scatters ( Table I, lines   11,   12). The number of charge exchanges
was then 12849+50 (Table I, line 13)·  Twenty events must be subtracted

from the events with V decays to yield 4540 charged mode K' decays

(Table I, lines 15, 16).  With the approximate r detection efficiency
of: 16.8%,·:about.16 of the pion beam events should have had detected r's

(Table I, 'line 19).

The 164 events with both a V decay and associated r's is expected

to contain ·zero pion beam events with a r originating from the event

(only reaction VI above has a possibility of  roducing such a case and

only·ene instance of readtion VI is expected to have occurred), two KI
decays to .two pions and a· r,  aziti two K'-to-three-pion decays.   Thus 160 events

should have.been kaon charge exchanged with r's not originating from a

Ko decay. Both·cases of r's arising from the charge exchange vertex

itself, such as neutral pion production, and cases of false correlation

with unrelated r's are included.  Since four events with V decays actually
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produced observed r's, 4556 events out of the 4560 events with V's had

a chance to be falsely correlated with a r.  The rate for false correla-

tions between a charge exchange and a r conversion is 160 out of 4556

or 3·5%.  Since the decay of the K' had nothing to do with the origin

of the r, 3.5% of the charge exchanges with no V decay must also have

one or more r's with which they are falsely associated.  However, if

a charge exchange is correctly associated with a conversion, it may

also be falsely associated with another without producing any error.

The number of charge exchanges with a correctly associated r is then

given by the equation:

N = NOBS - 0.035(NOV - N)

N = events with true detected r

NOBS = events with observed r

NOV = all charge exchanges with no V decay                         

or N = (NOBS - 0.035 NOV)/(1 - 0.035) ·

Thus, 1027 events have correctly associated r's out of the 1284 emerging

from the processing programs with r's.  The addition of 10 events with

unreconstructed conversions and deduction of the 16 pion beam events

leaves 1021 K' decays yielding detected r's.  This computation is out-

lined in Table I, lines 17-21.

The method of removing the background is more general.  Any sub-

sample of events may be taken based on properties of the charge exchange.

If the events with V decays and without are treated. the same, the true

number of K' decays in the subsample with associated r conversions may

be computed with the same formula.  Alternatively, the r's may be studied

instead of the events with r's.  In this case,
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G = GNOV - NOV·GV/V

G = number of r's.from main K' decay with property A

GNOV = number of r's with property A assigned to main

when there was no V decay

GV = number of r's with property A assigned to main when

there was a V decay

V = number of events with a V decay

NOV = number of events with no V decay

The V decay and no V decay data may be used in a bin-by-bin application

of the method to histogram distributions of the true K' decay originating

r'S.

Figure 27 presents a lifetime distribution for neutral decays.

The distribution is reasonably exponential out to about 4.5 short life-

times, with the exception of one data point, but a characteristic time

somewhat longer than the short lifetime is indicated. The data points

at 5.2 and 6 short lifetimes are entirely too high.  A study of events

with multiple r's detected showed that the standard deviation in the

measurement of the K' length of flight determined from the r's was 1.6

cm, which averages more than half a short lifetime. The fact that the

resolution in determining length of flight is comparable to the mean

length of flight has the effect of increasing the apparent lifetime as

observed. The high rates near six mean lives is due to the piling up

of events with longer actual lifetimes, or longer apparent lifetimes

due to the random measurement error, since the processing program

forced the computed lifetimes to be six mean lives or less. Since the

histogramming of the apparent decay lifetime does not fall into one of
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the two categories described above; that is, it is neither the selection

of groups of events by a property of the charge exchange, nor is it a

selection of r's by a property of the r (the lifetime is a joint property

of all the r's when the event has more than one), the methods of sub-

traction of background r effects described above are not really applicable.

The second formula was used for background subtraction anyway.  This is

correct to first order but cannot be expected to give the correct result

to high accuracy. Since the number of events per bin varies in the

distribution by a factor of 30, small errors due to the incorrect

handling of background can have a large effect.

Least it be doubted that there is any practical case to which the

formulas for subtraction of the effect of the background r flux are

applicable see Figs. 29 and 30.  These distributions are free of back-

ground effects except for the slightly increased random error.

The main results are summarized in Table D. Since the data are

presented in terms of num-bers of even Ls observed, no otatiotioal error

is given with the numbers, the quoted errors being due solely to cor-

rections and background subtraction.

Table D

0
Actual number of K  productions observed 12849150

0
K  decays to charged pions observed 4540+7

K' decays yielding observed r's but not

charged pions 1021+30
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V.  MATCHING THE SUBEXPERIMENTS -- THE MONTE CARLO

To a first approximation it can be seen that the pion beam sub-

experiment and the kaon beam subexperiment should produce similar sam-

ples of r's.  The overall efficiency for neutral pion detection could

be taken from the calibration subexperiment and used immediately in

the kaon subexperiment.  For a high precision result, though, small

differences between the two subexperiments should not be left unac-

counted for.

A package of subroutines was written to simulate a r in the chamber

originating from a given point with a given momentum. The routines are

equally useful for the simulation of either subexperiment with the addi-

tion of routines to simulate one or the other up to the point of r

production.  For the theory on which the simulation is based refer to

Appendix III.  The exact forms of the calculations in the program (which

involves some numerical approximations to the theoretical formulas) are

described in this section.

The r simulating program first determined the mean free path in

radiation lengths (for stainless steel since this is still slightly

material dependent) from the r momentum and the Messel function (Fig.

4).  Then an actual pathlength in radiation lengths was generated

randomly according to an exponential distribution.  The path of the r

was traced through the various lengths of deuterium and stainless steel

(if it intersected a cone) until it had either accumulated the determined

number of radiation lengths or else left the chamber. If the required

number of radiation lengths were reached a conversion took place and

its actual location was found.  If conversion was in the liquid the

simulation was complete.  If it was in the metal the energies of the
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,two electrons were generated randomly.  The kinetic energy per available

energy (r energy minus two electron masses), X, was distributed according

to

[1 - exp(- ax)](1 - px) 0 5 x 5 0.5

a = 22.3 2910(pr 

Bo = 0·331 2910(pr) - 0.385

0=Bo for Bo & 0

B=O  for Bo<0

(PT in Mev/c)

and an even chance was given for this to be either the positron or the

negatron, with the other energy by conservation of energy. The positron

then propagated to the surface of the metal under the influence of

ionization loss (a fixed 15.82 MeV per centimeter), bremsstrahlung.and

annihilation. The negatron was treated the same but there was no anni-

hilation. When simulated bremsstrahlung or annihilation resulted in

high energy r's (above 10 MeV) they were taken as going straight forward

and the possibility of reconversion was accounted for.

In simulating bremsstrahlung, the computations were made using the

formulas of Bethe and Heitler made more suitable for Monte Carlo methods

by some empirical curve fitting.  The probability for an electron to

radiate less than 1% of its energy in a samll penetration of steel was

roughly treated while the radiation of more energy was carefully com-

puted.  For stainless steel, the probability of radiating more than 1%

of the electrons energy per cm was well fit by

-0.544
2.83 - 1.468 u

U = electron energy in electron masses
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over the range of electron energy encountered in the experiment.  If V

is the fraction of the electron energy radiated the shape of the distri-

bution is given by

(1/V)B(en (2U(1 - V)/V) - 0.5 -C)   for  r>2  and  V> 0.01
C = 2.762/(r + 1.627)2

(U/V)B(Ff/4 - 1.1) for  r 5 2  and  V> 0.01

Ff = 20.2 - 2.45 r

where  B=U+ (1- V)2 - 2(1 - V)/3

r = 33·33V/(u(1 - V))

and by

v-5/6 for  V < 0.01

Bremsstrahlung loss in a real thickness of stainless steel was simulated

by randomly generating an energy loss in each of many small steps.  The

step size was usually much less than 1 mm which is 0.06 radiation lengths.

For each step it was randomly decided if the energy loss was to be more

or less than 1% and then the exact energy loss was found by choosing a

number according   to the appropriate di stributi on.

For positrons, the annihilation probability per cm in stainless

steel was computed by

(0.555/(U + 1))((u2 + 4U + 1)/(U2 - 1)A - (U + 3)/F)

F = JU2- 1

A =gn (U+F)

In the Monte Carlo an emerging electron was required to have an

energy of 1 MeV to be visible and the total emerging energy was required

to be 8 MeV for a r to be seen.
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A.  Modeling the Pion Beam Subexperiment

About 100,000 pion beam events were simulated with Monte Carlo

methods.  The beam parameter distributions were Gaussian with the

observed means and standard deviations.  A point along the beam track

was randomly chosen to be the charge exchange point and the fiducial

constraints were imposed. The neutron momentum in the deuteron was

computed randomly using the Hulthdn distribution. The spectator
55

momentum is equal and opposite.  The spectator energy was deducted

from the deuteron mass to give the neutron energy (the neutron, of

course, is usually a little off the mass shell).  A scattered neutral

pion direction was chosen randomly according to the experimental distri-

bution in the pion-neutron center of mass, and the energy and momentum

balance made for the emerging real proton and neutral pion.  The neutral         I

pion decays immediately into two oppositely directed r's of half-pion-

mass energy in its own center of mass, one of them in a randomly chosen

direction. The resulting charge exchange point   and r vector momenta

for each simulated event were written on tape and later analyzed by the

general r simulating program.

A sample of 2364 identified pion charge exchanges were measured

and analyzed to provide both the beam parameters and the angular distri-

bution for the simulation. The lower momentum reconstructed proton

was taken to be the spectator.  The neutron momentum and energy within

the deuteron were calculated.  The incoming pion and fitted outgoing

neutral pion could then be transformed into the pion-neutron center of

mass for computation of the scattering angle.  Figure 19 is a frequency

distribution of the cosine of this scattering angle.

Table E presents the general features of the pion subexperiment
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data, amended by the background subtraction, compared with the Monte

Carlo simulation data for ten times as many charge exchanges, scaled

to the experimental number. The agreement is excellent.

Table E

COMPARISON OF DATA AND MONTE CARLO

Monte Carlo 109,830 C.E. events
Back- Monte

Data ground Carlo

Total # 3746      60 3686 3749

Liquid 267       1 266 271

Dalitz pairs 129       0 129 139

# inner cone 1771     31 1740 1764

# outer cone 1579      28 1551 1574
+

# e only 161       2 159 159

# 2 r's (total) 32o 10 310 312

# 2 r's (cone) 261       8 253 246

1 # 2 r's (liquid, cone)        37       1         36       42

# 2 T's (Dalitz, cone)        16       1         15       19'

#  2  y' s   (liquid)                                           2                    -                            2                      2
# 2 r's (liquid, Dalitz)       3       -          3        2

# 2 r's (Dalitz)               1       -          1        1

In order to fit the experimental data the radiation lengths of the steel

and liquid deuterium were considered adjustable parameters.  This data
was produced with the radiation lengths set to 1.721 cm and 1100.0 cm

respectively.  For stainless steel the value computed from the defini-

tion is 1.70 cm.  The difference is a little over 1% but it must be

*1*-*lill-.
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remembered that the cone material is not homogeneous, and that the varia-

tions in thicknesses are of the order of a percent. The value for

deuterium is somewhat higher than reported values but there is consid-

erable uncertainty in the density at beam spill time.  Also the proba-

bilities for conversion in the liquid were computed from the mean free

path for conversion in radiation lengths for steel not for deuterium.

-  Since the mean free path in radiation lengths is a little material

dependent it is expected that a slight compensating error in the value

for the radiation length of deuterium would be necessary for the correct

overall conversion probability.

Figure 20 presents the frequency distributions of the Z of r's

converted in the two cones, both for the Monte Carlo and for the actual

data.  Notice that even the positions of the beam ports are apparent in

the range of Z between  -13 and  -16 cm where their presence reduces

the conversion probability.  There is very good agreement between the

simulation and the data.  Figure 21 similarly presents a comparison of

the simulation with the data on the basis of the radial angle of r's

converted in the two cones.  The agreement is good and the expansion

holes are sharply delineated in the data.  In the experiment the actual

r momentum was known since the neutral pion vector momentum was known

and the r angle was known when a conversion pair was seen.  Figure 22

shows the close agreement between simulation and experiment on the

frequency distribution of the r production momentum of the observed r's.

This shows that the simulation produced the correct r momentum distri-

bution and that the r momentum dependence of the simulated detection

is correct.

In Table E it can be seen that the Monte Carlo is slightly too high
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in detection efficiency so that an overall correction of about 1.3% is

required in the detection efficiency computed with this Monte Carlo as

is described in the next paragraph.  A possibility for understanding

this small error in the Monte Carlo was identified:  Compton scattering

was not accounted for in the simulation but may be significant (see

Figs. 5 and 6).

B.  Modeling the Kaon Beam Subexperiment

Actual data from measured, identified charge exchanges -- the same

sample of charge exchanges used in the final analysis -- was used in

the simulation up to the charge exchange coordinates and vector momentum

of the K'.  A length of flight of the K' was then generated randomly

using the Ks lifetime.  In the K' cdnter of mass two oppositely directed

neutral pions were generated in a random direction and in each neutral

pion center of mass two oppositely directed r's were generated in a

random direction. The general r-simulating routines then were used to

find the fate of the four r's.  Regardless of whether any r's were

: detected a simulated physicist's scanning report record was generated,

and if r's were detected, a simulated r measurement record was generated.

All data was written on a tape.  The tape was then processed as if it

were the real experimental data.  Thus any imposed acceptance cuts (for

example, the requirement for the emerging electron energy to be more

than 10 MeV) were automatically the same for both the real and the

simulated data. The final number of events with one or more accepted

T' s divided by the total number of charge exchanges is the neutral

decay ddtection efficiency.

Table F summarizes a comparison between the actual data and the
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simulation.  The agreement in the numbers of r's converted in the liquid

and in the metal is excellent. The Monte Carlo was here normalized to

about the same total number of r's.  The agreement in the numbers of

events with various numbers of r's detected is less striking.  Figure

28 presents the distribution of the combined mass of pairs of r's using

all possible pairings, for those events with more than one detected r.

The agreement between the Monte Carlo and the data is good except at

the very lowest combined mass region (below about 25 MeV).  In this

region the real data shows more events than the simulated data. This

is likely to be due to r's from the event converting in one cone and

the resulting electrons producing a high energy photon by bremsstrahlung

(or possibly by annihilation).  This photon also converts in the other

cone.  Since this happens only when the neutral decay is detected due

to the primary conversion, no error in the detection probability for

neutral decays is associated with the effect.  Figure 29 shows very

good agreement between the simulation and observation in the frequency

distribution of the observed r energy.  The polar angles of the con-

version points in the fiducial plane likewise had a well-simulated

distribution (Fig. 30)·

In the simulation, 13,603 charge exchanges yielded 6999 events

with detected r's.  This must be corrected by deducting 1.3%, since

the pion subexperiment simulation resulted in 1.7% too many detected

r's compared with observation (1.7% change in the single r efficiency

corresponds to 1.3% change in the efficiency for detecting one or more

out of four r's).  Statistical errors must be computed for the pion

beam subexperiment and for two Monte Carlo simulations (binomial distribu-

tion, see Appendix VII).  The error in the detection efficiency of a

01
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Table F

LE21 Simulation

Number r's converted in metal 1121 1120

Number of r's converted in liquid 128 134

Events with:
.

l r 818 770

2 r's 202 235

3 r's                               16          31

4 r's                                 1            2

r reported for the pion beam subexperiment was 1.5%. For the pion beam

subexperiment simulation 0.9% error was added in quadrature to give

1.7 .  The relative error in the efficiency for detecting one or more

out of four r's is only 77% of the relative error in the efficiency

for detecting one out of one r.  Thus there is a 1.3% contribution

to the relative error in the efficiency for detecting a K' neutral

decay. We added 1.7% error in quadrature for the kaon beam simulation to

obtain 2.1% for the expected relative error in the detection efficiency

for K  neutral decay. The statistical error estimates for each simula-S

tion were approximately doubled to generously allow for imperfect pro-

perties of the random number generator.  The efficiency for detecting

K   short  to two -neutral-pion decays is 50.8+1.1% (Table   I,   line   7).     The

observed cases of K' neutral decay should have been nearly all K' decays

to two pions and, as was seen from the lifetime study, they are mostly

distributed according to the KS decay time characteristic.  The deter-

mined detection efficiency for two pion decay of 50.8&1.1% must be very
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nearly the fraction of the neutral decays observed.  Crudely estimated

the neutral decays should have been 99.4% two-pion decays and 0.6%

three-pion decays.  The net detection efficiency should then have been

a little higher, 50.911.1% (Table I, line 9).
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VI. RESULTS

Out of 12,849 K' productions, 1021 K' neutral decays were observed

(from   Table   I,    line   21) .      T'he se neutral decays occurred within  sbc  KS   life-
times due to the effective cut at this length of flight in the processing

program.  The detection efficiency for neutral mode decays was deter-

mined to be 50.911.1% (from Table I,  line 9). A division yields the

total number of neutral mode decays occurring within six KS mean life-

times, 2006 (Table I, line 22).  The primary numbers from the experiment

are now contained in Table I, lines 13, 16, and 22.

A.  Analysis for the Branching Ratio Result

Of the 4540 observed charged mode decays (Table I, line 16), 74

decays occurred after observed lengths of flight equivalent to more than

six KS mean lifetimes.  The number of KS expected to decay after six

mean lives but within the chamber was roughly calculated and subtracted

from the 74 decays observed after six mean lives. Thus, naively, 63 K 
charged mode decays were observed in this long decay time range while

the expected number of K 's to decay in the chamber after six short

mean lives was 621:7·  The tail of the charged mode decay lifetime distri-

bution (Fig. 23) agrees very well with simple calculations.  In the same

way it was estimated that the total number of K.  charged mode decays

observed was 112 while two Ks's escaped the chamber before undergoing

charged mode decay (Table I, lines 24 and 25)·  There were therefore

4430 KS
charged mode decays but 0.1% of them should have been

leptonic.  The fraction of KS charged mode decays producing r's of
+ +over 50 MeV energy (R(KS -4 * 'r-r)/R(KS -4 1[ A-), essentially) was

found experimentally to be 3.3il.2 X 10-3.56  The fraction with energy
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greater than 10 MeV may be somewhat greater, 4.0 x 10 will be used. After-3

deleting  the 0.5% other mode decays (ghble I, line  26) we conclude that 4408 Ksdecays

to A K- and possibly soft photons were observed (Table I,.line 27) ·

We observed 2006 neutral decays (from Table I, line 22). Three

Ks neutral decays should be expected at decay times longer than six mean

lives while 14 KL neutral decays should be deducted (Table I, lines 29

and 30). Evidently 1995
KS

decays to two neutral pions were observed ( ble li

line 31) .   Thus the branching ratio is measured to be 2.21 (Table I,

line 32).

B.  Analysis for the Fraction of All K"s Decaying in 6 Ks Mean Lifetimes

Out of 12,849 K' productions 4540 charged mode decays were observed

(from Table I, lines 13, 16)but 74 decays had lifetimes longer than six

short mean lives ( Table   I,   line   45) .      Thus 4466 charged mode decays  were

observed with decay times less than six KS mean lifetimes (Table I, line

46).  The total number of decays occurring before six KS mean lifetimes,

6472, is obtained by adding the 2006 neutral decays (Table I, line 48).

By division, the fraction of all K' states decaying in this time is 0.5038

( Table   I,   line   49) .

C.  Error Analysis

An analytic evaluation of the statistical errors in the two results

(viz., the fraction of all K"s decaying in less than six Ks lifetimes,

and the charged vs neutral mode branching ratio for decay of KS) is

rather involved since the primary numbers obtained from the experiment

(number of charge exchanges, the number of events with V decays, the

number of events with associated V's and r's, and the number of events

with associated r's but no V's) are not statistically independent.
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Therefore an error analysis by simulation of experiments was undertaken.

An experiment was simulated by an ensemble of 12, 849 charge

exchanges.  For each charge exchange it was randomly decided if there

would be a background r,. with a 3.5% probability that there would be

(this is the actual background r rate -- see Sec. IV, paragraph D).

A random choice was then made with exactly 50% probability to see if

the event would be a Ks.  Thus in the simulation the "true" value for
the fraction of Ks in a K' state was known to be 0.50 by direct arrange-

ment with the Creator.  If the event was a KL the simulation was com-

plete.  If it was a KS then a random choice was made giving exactly a

68.75% chance that there would be a V decay, so that again by direct

arrangement with the Creator, the branching ratio in question was known

to have a "true" value of 2.20.  If the event had a V decay the simula-

tion was complete.  If not then the event was assumed to decay to neutral

pions and then to r's.  A random choice was made with a 50% probability

exactly, to see if the r's were detected.  Thus in the simulation it is

assumed that the detection efficiency is exactly 50% and this fact is

infused knowledge -- the efficiency need not be measured.  Only the

statistical errors in the experiment itself were being investigated;

errors associated with the calibration of apparatus are not included.

An event would have r's associated if it had a background r, or if it

were a KS decay in the neutral mode with r's detected, or both.  Depen-

ding on the pattern of random choices the appropriate counters were

incremented. Counters.were kept for the number of charge exchanges,

the number of events with V's, the number of events with V's and r's,

and the number of events with r's but no V's -- just the numbers produced

by the actual experiment.  Upon completion of the simulation·of 12,849
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charge exchanges the counters were used, along with 50%  for the r

detection efficiency, to compute the two experimental results in the

same way as was actually done.  The experiment was simulated 100

times.

The mean value of all the experiments comes out to be the "true"

value to within a small fraction of a standard deviation for each of

the two experimental results, as should be expected.  The rmS deviations

from the mean values were computed from the distributions and are the

sought for statistical error estimates. The statistical errors are

found to be +0.0067 for the fraction of K"s decaying to all modes

within six short lifetimes (0.5038), and t0.10 for the charged vs

neutral mode KS branching ratio (2.21).  The other significant inde-

pendent error to be combined with these is due to the determination

of the K' neutral decay detection efficiency (2.1% relative error).

D.  Conclusions

The principal results are finally:

Fraction of K' decaying to all modes

before six short mean lives 0.5038t0.0075

(rate(Ks -4  I[ Ic-(r < 10 MeV)))/(rate(Ks -* ,[01[0) ) 2.21+0.11

Consideration was given to the possibility of error in these results

due to regeneration (Appendix VI).  It was concluded that the extent

of these effects was much less than our statistical errors.

From theory, the value for the fraction of initial K' states

decaying in six short mean lives is (see Appendix IV)

0.5052 + 0.99 Re 6

where 5 is the so-called CPT violating parameter. It can be seen that
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the consistency with  6=0  is embarrassingly good.  In fact we have

Re 8= - 0.0014t0.0075 ·

If the assumption is made that  Re 6 = 0.0, a more accurate value

for the branching ratio may be had.  This must be an assumption how-

ever, since the accuracy of. the determined value of Re 5 will not permit

a better value for the branching ratio than was already presented,

which is the best that can be done without additional assumptions.  If

Re 6 = 0.0  then the short lifetime component of K' is

0.5 - Re € = 0.4984

of the total flux (Appendix IV), and the. 12,849 K"s must have included

6404t57 K shorts (Table I, lines 34, 35)·  This includes 22 K shorts

decaying to A K-r  (> 10 MeV)  or by leptonic modes ( ghble I, line 3@·  Evid€ntly
6382+57 events decayed to pion pairs (Table I, line 37). The branching

ratio may now be determined separately using only the charged mode decay

observations or only the neutral mode observations (as is summarized in

Table I, lines 38-41) :

BR = NV/(6382 - NV) = 2.23+0.084

BR = (6382 - NG)/NG = 2.20+0.15

NV = number of events with * A- decay (Table I, line 27)

NG = number of events with A'*' decay (Table I, line 31)

The errors were found by simulation much as described above.  The weighted

average of these two results may be taken to find

BR = 2.22&0.080  (Table I, line 42).

There is very little improvement in the error over that obtained using

only the charged mode data since these two results are by no means
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independent determinations of the branching ratio -- the errors are

highly correlated.  We find then, no substantial change in the value

itself which may be taken equally well to be 2.21 or 2.22.  The error

estimate however is i0.08 if  Re 5 = 0.00  is believed to be established

(for example by unshakable faith in the CPT invariance of the weak inter-

action)   or  tO.11  if    Re  5  =  0.0    is not accepted a priori.

From the theoretical formula for the KS branching ratio (Appendix

V) it can be deduced that

Re(A2/AO) cos(52 - 60) = 0.026+0.013 (to.010) .

(In this paragraph the larger error on the branching ratio will be used

with the smaller one in parenthesis.)  As shown in Appendix V, with

certain assumptions concerning the absence of the  BI = 5/2  transi-

tions and the nature of the A parameters, |Re(A2/AO)| can be estimated

+      +0                                                 1from the rate for the decay K  -4 K K to be about 4.5%.  Then

+18 +14 0
162 - 501 = 55-25   (-18)

This can be compared with KA phase shifts computed from pion-nucleon

scattering data:  6Q = (30110)' (Refs. 57, 58) and  52 = (-12i4)'

(Ref. 58) (the agreement between the two determinations of 5  is not
as good as might be desired).  |62 - 5 | then is 42t10'. Alternatively,

52 - 60 may be taken as known and then Re(A2/A ) is found to be

0.036+0.019 (10.015).

Three recent measurements of the KS charged mode vs neutral mode

two-pion decay branching ratio have been reported:  2.12&0.17 (Ref. 36),

2.285kO·055 (Ref. 37), and 2.10&0.06 (Ref. 38). The previously existing

world average was 2.165&0.10 (Ref. 59)·  The weighted average of all

values including 2.22+0.08 for our value is
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2.20M-0.033

with a X2 of 5·57 for 5 Points.
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APPENDICES

Appendix I - The Beam Line

Figure 31 presents a simplified schematic of the beam layout --

not to scale. The secondary beam was taken at 12' from the beryllium
39

target in the circulating beam at the F20A position and the first

septum dipole bent it out farther away from the AGS.  The first pair

produced a double image of the target at the first mass-momentum slits

which are in the aperture of Q3.  The second pair produced a double

image of the first mass-momentum slits at the second mass momentum

slits.  Q3 images the collimators in the first pair on the collimators

in the second pair in the horizontal plane and has little effect in the

vertical plane.  Q6 shapes the beam into a narrow vertical sheet in the

chamber, broadside toward the cameras.  D2 provides for momentum separa-

tion at the first momentum slit.  The momentum dispersed beam passing

the first momentum slit is compressed back together again by D3 in the

second stage.  The mass separators in the two stages Sl and S2 however

do not recompress the mass bite so that any off-mass particles managing

to pass the first mass slit would be deflected again by the secdnd

separator.

A 1.5 X 0.5 X 0.125-inch scintillator was installed at the first

focus with the beam entering a 1.5 X 0.125-inch face. Since the mass-

momentum slits were within the aperture of Q3 and vacuum pipe extended

from Q3 to S2, there was no choice but to place the counter in front

of the slits·  A 3 X 3 x 1/16-inch counter and a 4 x 4 x 0.125-inch

counter were placed between Q6 and the entrance to the bubble chamber.

These counters were about 12 inches apart and, for range studies,

accurately machined copper blocks were placed between them.  All
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counters were coupled through light pipe to 56AVP photomultipliers.

The counters were used for beam tuneup and afterwards to monitor per-

formance. Particles entering the chamber were considered to be coin-

cidences between all three counters, taking into consideration time of

flight between these counters at b6am momentum over the mass range from

somewhat below the pion mass to about the proton mass.  For each triple

coincidence the time of flight was taken from counters 1 to 3.  Counters

1 and 3 fed two coincidence circuits timed to accept kaons and pions

separately.  In addition they fed a time-to-height converter and a

pulse-height analyzer to monitor the entire mass spectrum.  Due to the

very high rates at counter 1, it was impossible to monitor performance

while using the rapid beam deflector and its 100 Bsec spill to take

pictures.  At the completion of each roll of film we switched to long

spill, without changing any other parameters, and took a time-of-flight

spectrum and pion-to-kaon ratio with the counters.  While taking pic-

tures the counter at the first focus was reuiotely moved out of the

beam path.

The  beam  line   is 850 inche s from target to center of chamber  and  '

the distance between counters 1 and 3 was about 400 inches.  At 620

MeV/c this provides just less than 9 nanoseconds difference in the pion

and kaon time of flight.  The pulse-height analyzer calibration was

0.164 nanoseconds/channel giving 54 channels separation between the

masses (see Fig. 1).

A new insert was machined for the first momentum slit to provide

a 0.6-inch aperture.  The momentum dispersion here was about 1.7 inches/%

and simulation with a monochromatic beam gave an image that was about

0.5-inch FWHM.  The mass slit at this position had a 0.125-inch aperture.
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The pion-kaon separation was 0.45 inch with 500-500 kV on the separators

but much of the run used 450-450 kV.  The image was 0.18-inch FWHM.

Figure 32 pre sents the measured beam profile at the first mass slit.

The pion rejection at the chamber was much improved by surrounding

the aperture in the second slit assembly with heavy metal shielding.

The beam line was studied with the BNL beam optics program and
40

account was taken of magnet aberrations but not of multiple scat-

tering.  This was made more difficult by the presence of the septum

diPole   Dl, a 15c30,    and   the    spec ial N8Q12 quadrupole,    Ql.       The se

magnets are nonstandard and do not possess the usual symmetries for

dipoles and quadrupoles.  Accurate data on their calibration and unusual

aberrations is not so readily available.  Magnet currents for optimum

beam performance were found to about the precent level.

From the study of the beam a step-by-step procedure for attaining

the best tuning was worked out. This beam line is not of unusual design

and, although our tuning procedure was worked out independently and

specifically for this beam, it also is fairly typical of beam tuning

procedure s   for two stage beam lines. First, convergence   i s much, faster

and the correct tuning point can be found more accurately and with less

chance of false maxima if the quadrupoles are adjusted in pairs so as

to maintain constant performance in the vertical plane while varying

the horizontal parameters and vice versa.  Contours of constant vertical

or constant horizontal focus were computed in the two-dimensional cur-

rent plane for the two pairs of quadrupoles ahead of time.  Secondly

for efficient tuning a kind of bootstrap procedure was used to make

each stage the instrument for tuning the other. The second stage is

particularly useful in the tuning of the first since it would be
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impossible to tune the first stage in the horizontal plane without a

momentum analyzing detector.  When the first stage has been tuned it

in turn becomes a monochromatic source for tuning the second.  The

final magnet currents after tuning were within 2.2% of the computed

values (worst case).
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Appendix II - The Bubble Chamber and r Converters

The bubble chamber is roughly cylindrical with diameter of the

Scotchlite-covered back plate about 72.5 cm.  The fiducial plane (Z =

0) is the inside surface of the window.  The back plate was at  Z =

-33·94 cm. Two cones were mounted to the back plate (Fig. 3) ·  The

cones each had a ring at the bottom covered with Scotchlite, to which

feet were attached for mounting to the back plate. There was there-

fore space at the bottom for deuterium to flow at expansion time.  The

c one s   do not extend   all   the   way   to   the   glas s window so another   flow

path was available near the window. In addition, a large rectangular

hole was cut in each cone on the side facing the piston.  The holes

extended nearly the whole axial length of each cone so that only a

narrow strip of steel (about 2 cm) remains at the top and the mounting

ring at the bottom.  The cones were cut at this point and reconnected

with nylon bolts and insulation to avoid placing a large electrically

conducting loop in the chamber magnetic field.  slits 4 cm wide in the

Z direction were cut to allow the,beam to pass through the cone arrange-

ment without penetrating the steel.                             '
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Cone Parameters

Small Cone Large Cone

Z of apex inside surface 170.62 cm 172.16 cm

Slope 0.0789 0.136

Approximate radius (z = -16) 15 cm 25 cm

Average thickness 0.418 cm 0.433 cm

Maximum thickness-
minimum thickness 0.014 cm 0.014 cm

Z of top -1.63 cm -1.63 cm

Z of bottom not including
mounting ring -31.45 -31.45

Expansion hole  Y>0 and -5.88 <X< 5.88 -9.02 <X< 9.02

Entrance port -16.98 <z< -12.98 -16.98 <z< -12.98

3.141 <9< 4.223 3.239 <9< 3·797

Exit port -16.53 <Z< -12.53 -16.53 <Z< -12.53

-0.424 < * < 0.662 0.033 <9< 0.543

Composition of Cones

Cryogenic stainless steel No. 305, 0.42-cm thick with 0.0094

cm silver coating (total of both sides):

97% x Fe 67·3%

Cr 18%

Ni 11·5%

Mn 2%

Si 1%

Other (C, S, etc.) 0.2%

+ 3%  .Ag

Density at 22' C, 7.91+0.02 Density at 22' K, 7.99
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Beam Path in the. Chamber (K Beam, A Beam was similar)

Mean Standard Deviation

Radius of curvature 158.5 cm

Beam axis

X -48.722 cm 3.707 cm

Y                    147.30 cm 2.468 cm

Z a t X=0 -16.177 cm 0.964 cm

Dip -0.017 0.024

It can be seen that the beam was in the form of a sheet some 2 cm

or a little more thick in Z and about 7 cm wide, broadside facing the

cameras.  The beam enters near Y=0  at  X<0  and proceeds toward

X > 0, bending toward  Y > 0.  It passes almost exactly through  X = 0,

Y = 0, in the mean.  The tracks were parallel to about t2'.

A small amount of turbulence was present near the corners of the

beam ports and between the expansion holes and the piston but these

were places where the track density was low.  Most of the volume of

the chamber especially in important areas was free of turbulence and

no difficulty was experienced due to turbulence. In spite of careful

design, there was some bubbling in the chamber but this too caused no

difficulty.

42
The Scotchlite on the chamber back has the property of returning

a high proportion of the light falling on it to the incident direction

with small angular spread. This remains true for incident directions

up to about 30' from normal.  Light from the ring flashtube · surrounding

a camera lens is always reflected back to the camera lens by the
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Scotchlite, so the Scotchlite appears to be an evenly luminous surface.

The cones were plated with silver and polished. Since the cameras

viewed the cone surfaces at a small angle, the flashtube light reflected

to the Scotchlite at a point not far from the base of the cone at an

incident angle within the retrodirecting range and after reflecting at

the Scotchlite surface, it returned along the same path to the camera.

A camera viewing the cone side also saw an evenly luminous surface --

a curved and distorted virtual image of the real Scotchlite.  But curved

and distorted Scotchlite appears the same as flat Scotchlite so this

appearance of the cones is independent of their shape, in particular

of the curvature of the surfaces. It is important to the design that

in the worst case the flastube light reflected off the side of a cone

hits the backplate within the Scotchlite covered area.  The reflectivity

of silver at the violet end of the visible spectrum is significantly            I

less than unity, so the virtual Scotchlite seen behind the cone surfaces

Optical Parameters

X             Y             Z

Camera coordinates -25.6755 1.3777 157·713

+12.6693 22.8655 157.713

+12.4500 -22.9834 157·713

+0.2900 0.000 157.713

Total glass thickness                                 13.805 cm

Average index of refraction 1.501

Approx. opitcal distance to fiducial plane 153.17

Stereo ratio camera 4 and another 0.17

Stereo ratio not camera 4 0.29
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was apparently not as well illuminated as the real Scotchlite backing

but tracks were still adequately visible against this background.  The

cones were in fact sometimes helpful, since when a track penetrated a

cone the track's reflection and shadow were often visible, meeting the

track at the cone surface, so that the approximate depth of the track

could be determined by sight.  In particular the depth of a r conversion

point was usually obvious.

Although this arrangement provides visibility in practically all

of the chamber volume it is clear that there are several small volumes

that are obscured. For example, the small volume between the mounting

ring at the base of each cone and the chamber back plate which serves

as a flow path for the deuterium is invisible.  In addition, in windows

in the cones, some of that volume in a 4-mm wide strip which would have

been occupied by the cut away metal may be obscured.  These volumes

are very small and unimportant and are only mentioned to qualify the

statement that the entire volume was visible.
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Appendix III - Theory of r Detection

When a r with large energy compared to the electron mass propa-

gates through matter two processes take place, Compton scattering and

pair production.

Define the formal conversion cross section for an atom to be

4z (z   +    6  ) r2   agn   (183z- 1/3 )

with  E = 6,1 (1440z-2/3)/en (183z-1/3)

Z = nuclear charge number

r  = the classical radius of the electron0

(r2 is about 79·3 mb)

a = the fine structure constant

(a is about 1/137·04)

Formal conversion cross sections for various species of atoms (barhs):

Fe        6.77

Cr 5.83

Ni 7.79

Mn 6.29

Si        2.13

Ag       20.5

The bulk formal cross section for a homogeneous, but not necessarily

homonuclear, material is defined as the sum of the formal cross sections

for all atoms in a unit volume and the radiation length is defined as

the inverse of the bulk cross section.

Although the cones are not homogeneous (they are stainless steel

plated with silver), the plating amounts to 3% or less of the total

mass and the situation is approximated by using a radiation length as
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if the material were homogeneous. The radiation length at liquid deu-

terium temperatures was computed to be 1.70 cm.  The composition and

density of the cones can be found in Appendix II.

Messel et al. present a theoretical formula based on the Bethe-

Heitler cross section with screening and with corrections to the Born

60approximation for the pair production probability per radiation length  :

 1-1/13 9(U,€)dE
1/U

where

(1)(U,€) = 6[(32 - 3 7)C + (34+  )A(€ - 21)2]

3fl(X) - f2(x) + 8[en z-1/3 - f]A=

311(0) - f2(0) + 8[2n Z-1/3 - f]

3fl(x) + f2(X) + 16[en ·Z-1/3 - f]C=

3fl(0) + f2(0) + 16[en Z-1/3 - f]

fl(w) = 20.867 - 3.242W + 0.62516  7
for W a l

22(W) = 20.209 - 1.930w - 0.08612 - 

fl(W)  = f.2(W)  = 21.12  -  4.184 gn (W + 0.952)     for   W > 1

-1/3     1X = 136z
U€(1 - €)

5    =   7/0        ;               r    =   0    -    f       ;               0   =  gn   (183Z- 1/3 )

00

f= (-Z-)2 S  {g[ 2 + (9  2  -1
137 11=1 137)  1 1

U = r energy in electron masses

The probability is approximately independent of the nature of the material,

the radiation length having been defined to roughly account for the nature

- l
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of the material.  The conversion probability per radiation length com-

puted for iron and various r energies is given in Fig.  4.

In the formulas above, 9(U,€) is actually the differential proba-

bility of conversion with the positron having energy €U in electron

masses.  The kinetic energy of the positron is equally likely to be

any value between zero and the available energy, as a first approxima-

tion.  More accurately the distribution of energy varies somewhat with

incident r energy.  The distribution drops off at the very extremes

of one electron or the other having all the available energy and at

high incident r energy there is a broad shallow dip at symmetric

energy sharing.

Jost, Luttinger, and Slotnick have theoretically computed the pair

production differential cross section in terms of the recoil nucleus

61
momentum. Their results indicate that the cross section peaks close

to the kinematical minimum recoil momentum and falls rapidly at higher

momenta.  The cross section is down to 30% of the peak when the product

2
of incident r momentum and nuclear momentum is 14 MeV at the worst

case.  This corresponds to a recoil momentum of 140 keV/c for a 100

MeV/c r.  Since for r's in the 100 MeV energy range the recoil nucleus

almost always has less than 1% of the incident momentum, the sum of the

electron momenta is very nearly the incident momentum in magnitude and

direction.

The Klein-Nishina formula was used to compute the Compton scattering

62
cross section. The total cross section is:

2* r2  {-A[.2UA - 6,: B] + 1 6:B -  1 + 31.J0 3 8    2U    82 }U

A=1+U , B=1+2 U
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U = incident r energy in electron masses .

The differential cross section for Compton scattering with a final r

energy E is:

2Ar m  E
o e  r  o     E      .me  -  me)2 -  2m  (1 - 1) 1
E2. l-F +E o + C-E- Eo e E  E00

E0 = incident r energy .

Figure 5 presents the fraction of Compton scatters per interaction

(Compton or pair production) computed for stainless steel.  The frac-

tion is several percent in the region of hundreds of MeV and rises as

the incident r energy decreases, reaching about 20% at 25 MeV.  Figure

6 gives the probability that a r with a given initial energy emerges

with less than 25 MeV or less than 10 MeV after Compton scattering.

It can be seen that any r in the energy range of hundreds of MeV or

less has a high probability of being low energy -- in the range of

tens of MeV -- after scattering.

As positrons propagate through matter their behavior is described

by the processes of bremsstrahlung, annihilation, ionization loss, and

multiple scattering.  Negatrons behave similarly except for annihila-

tion.

The Bethe-Heitler formula indicates that the differential proba-

bility for a fractional energy loss V per radiation length by brems-

strahlung is about 1/V.  The average fractional energy loss per radia-

tion length is then 1.  An individual electron has a wide range of

possible emerging energies.  It may lose nearly all of its energy very

rapidly or it can penetrate several radiation lengths without large

losses.  Much more refined theoretical calculations of bremsstrahlung
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energy loss probabilities are available. The probability density for63

an electron to radiate a fraction V of its energy per centimeter in a

homogeneous material is . where U is the electron energy in
F(U,V)

LV  '

electron masses.

L= A
40=2„>D

(L is about equal to the radiation length)

N = Avogradro's number

D = density

A = atomic mass

F is defined in two ranges of a parameter r:

1 V z-1/3r = 100 -U l-V

for r<2

fl(r) 7 f0(r)   ,

F(U,V) = [1 + (1 - V)2][  4   - 36,iz] - 32(1 - v)[ -4   - 346,:Z]
for 2<r<1 5

F'(u,v)  =  [1 +  (1  -  v)2  -  32(1  -  V)][ 64 (2U 1   1r)  _   -  c(r)]

fl, f2 and C are described in tabular form:

r
fl(r) f2(r)

0 20.9 20.2

0.4 19.3 19.2

O.8 18.0

1.2 17.2

1.6                          16.3

2.0 15.7
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r                          c(r)

2                          0.21

2.5 0.16

3                           0.13

4                           0.09

5                          0.065

6                          0·05

8                           0.03

10 0.02

15                          0.01

Positron annihilation is important only for low energy positrons

as can be seen in Fig. 7.  The probability of annihilation per radia-

tion length is plotted for various positron energies for stainless

steel.  The unit of length was chosen to be convenient for comparison

with other quantities such as the bremsstrahlung probability.  The
62plot was made from the annihilation cross section  :

'Tr2    1    [U2 +4U +1 FA{u + Ju2 _ , } -  U+3   1O U+1
u-1      + Ju -1

U = positron energy in electron masses.

Bremsstrahlung and annihilation can produce high energy r's that

may again convert to pairs (shower).  In annihilation, a resultant r

can have high energy only if the positron has high energy, and then

it must go forward in the laboratory.  The theoretical treatment of

bremsstrahlung is similat to the treatment of conversion and the nuclear

recoil is of similarly low momentum.  The sum of the resultant r momentum

and the electron momentum is essentially the incident momentum.  In
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either case, if the r again converts,all the electrons together still

repre sent the original incident r direction and energy.

The ionization loss was computed to be 26.9 MeV per radiation

length for electrons in stainless steel.  Multiple scattering was

64
computed from a simple formula to produce a mean squared deflection

of 0.18 per radiation length, for a 50 MeV electron and varies as

1/momentum2.  For a penetration of 1/4 radiation length an rms deflec-

tion of about 0.21 is indicated, while two 50 MeV electrons from a Y

give an rms deviation of 0.15.
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Appendix IV - Theory of K' States

The interpretation of the results was done within the theoretical

framework presented by Lee and Wu. The time development of a system
65

is taken to be produced by a Hamiltonian which is composed of two terms,

H(weak) and H(everything else).  H(everything else) is CPT invariant.

The states K' a;nd R' are eigenstates of H(everything else) with

%0 - CPT Ko  .

Since the development of the K' state, for example, into the 2 state

is not forbidden and since this transition would be an undetected transi-

tion from one single particle state to another (in contrast with a single

particle state decay to an expanding two particle state), the K' need

not decay exponentially.  The K' and R' must be treated together.

At least to the extent that a treatment of the K' system decay in

a perturbation theory with H(weak) being treated as a perturbation on

H(everything else) is correct, the rates of change of the K' and  

amplitude s are linearly related   to   tho se amplitudep.       Thus the vector

9 may be defined in terms of the two amplitudes A  ,A  :
Ko f'  '

0 = (AKO'Ako)
and

d*
-2FF= V* .

For some 2 X 2 matrix V gives the time development of M.  If H(weak)

is CPT invariant perturbation theory may be used to show

I.   V(1,1) = V(2,2) .

and if H(weak) is T invariant perturbation theory shows

II. V(1,2) = V(2,1) .
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Relations I and II together are sufficient to show that V has two

linearly independent eigenvectors. Since we wish to proceed without

the assumption of CPT or T invariance, it is assumed instead that V

does have two linearly independent eigenvectors.  Since the long and

short lived kaon states are familiar from observation only matrices

with two independent eigenvectors can be used for V to accurately

describe the neutral kaon system.  Two linearly independent two-dimen-

sional eigenvectors can of course be parameterized with the two param-

eters 2,5:

KS = [2(1 + le + 612)]-1/2 (1+ € +5)1- € -6

KL = [2(1 + 1€ - 5 2)1-1/2      
1+ € -6
-1+ € -5

with the completely general representations of their eigenvalues:

 rs + imS       1and -r +i , respectively.2 L  

The matrix V is uniquely determined by its eigenvectors and eigenvalues

and we have:

III.    V   =  [(1 + € + 5)(-1 + € - 5)(  rs + ims)11

- (1- € - 5)(1 + € - 6)(  rL + im.L)1

V]-2 = -  I(1+ €+ 5)(1+€- 5)(j(rs- rL) + i(ms-mL))1

V21 = 1 (- 1 + E- 6)(1 - € - 8)(·1(rs - rL) + i(ms - mL))1

V22 = -   (1 - € - 5)(1 + € - 5)(  rs + ims)

-(-1  +   €   -   8) (1  +   €   +   6)(· rL  +   imL )

D= (1+ € +5) ( -1+ € -6) - (1- € -8) (1+ € -6)

If CPT invariance of H(weak) is assumed then relation I can be expanded

using III to establish  6 = 0, while if T invariance is assumed relation
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II expanded using III shows  € = 0.  If H(weak) is CP invariant then

KS and ICL
would be eigenstates of the unitary CP operator and hence

orthogonal. With

E    =    <KS 'K L)    -   2(R e    €    -    i    Im   5)

CP invariance violation is measured by the deviation of E from zero.

The eigenstates KS and KL of V of course have simple exponential

time developments:

-(1 T +im )T
-(21   rel"L) TS   S

IV.     e            KS    ;     e ./

-T T -TLT
while the intensities develop as e and e , respectively.

Evidently the experimentally known particles which propagate unchanged

through free space until they decay are to be identified with the states

KS  and  KL   and  rs  and  YL  must   be the experimentally measure d decay  rate s.

m  and m  are the observed particle masses.  All solutions to the time

development equation

- (d$/dT) = Vg

are found as linear combinations of the two functions given in IV.

Suppose that some means were found by which one could test for the

presence of the Ks state.  The amount of Ks in the K' state would then

be given by

 (KS I X0)12  =      11  +  €+   612-           1--+Re€+Re   6
2

2(1 + le + 5| )

with the approximation made assuming € and 8 are small.

Alternatively, consider the total decay rate at time T of a system

0
that was a pure K  state at time zero, which is computed from the known

time developments IV:
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i i 2       S    i i 2       L
-r T -r T

1 Al  r e
+   I B I      TL

e
+   2   Re    {A B (Ks I KL)S

(1(TS + rL) + i(mL - ms))exp[- 1(rs + rL)7 - i(m  - ms)·r])

where K' = AKS + BKL'

|A 2 - (1 + 1€ + 512)11 -€+ 612 -1-Re€+Re 52    2:2         22|1-€  +5 1

|8 2=(1 + 1€-61 )11 -c-5 1    1
2. i         12

211 - €2 + 62 2
•*  - Ree-Re 6

A*B(KSIKL> = (€* +8* + € - 8)(1 - € * +2  *)(1
- € -5) R'R e€ -i I m d

211-€+5

It can be seen that the first term gives a pure exponential decay with

the short lifetime.     If the decay component  with the short lifetime   is

taken as the definition of the amount of K short in the K' state, then

this quantity is

|A12 -1- Re € + Re 52

and differs by about 2 Re € from | (Ks'KO>12. The question how much K 
0

is in K can have different answers. Care must be taken to state the

question unambiguously.

It is not clear how to go about detecting the presence of the KS

state. The careful fitting of an entire decay rate function to the

three terms to find the best coefficient for the short lifetime exponen-

tial term was also considered inconvenient. It was decided to inter-

pret the experiment in terms of the total fraction of a pure sample of

K"s decaying by any mode in less than six short lifetimes.  This should

be given by
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i ,2 -6 2 -6TL/Ts 3(rc + rL)V.   1 - 1 Al e   - |B| e
-    2    Re     {A B (Ks 1 KL > exp [ -               "r

S

- 6i (mL . sms)]}

An explicit value for the 2 X 2 complex matrix V constitutes a

complete description of the free space propagation of the neutral kaon

system within this phenomenological theory. It is more convenient to

consider explicit values for the two eigenvalues and eigenvectors from

which V can be easily computed.  Thus the real numbers ms' mL' TS' rL

together  with the complex numbers €, 6 completely characterize the system

(relations III).  The four real numbers corresponding to observed masses

and lifetimes are all known to well better than  fl%.
27

ms 1
f        497·79:t0•15  Mev

mL

rs    (1.16010.008) X 10   sec
10     1

rL    (1.93310.016) x 107 sec-1

fL- ms
0.4653+0.0042r

S

The parameters €,6 are not so directly connected with observation.

If CPT invariance is assumed then Re € is obtainable to good accuracy

from charge asymmetry in leptonic decays together with a value for the

AS - kQ  violating parameter.  CPT invariance also allows direct computa-

tion of € as a combination of n _ and n   where00             •

ACKL -0 1<+ir-)
nt- =

A(Ks  -+  1(+1[-)
and

---
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ACKL  --*   Irolro )
900 -

ACKS -4 Ao;[o)

There is agreement on Re € assuming CPT invariance, with the more accurate

charge asymmetry result being  Re € = (1.64:to.24) x 10-3 (Ref. 27) and

the phases of both n _ and 9 being 44+30 and 51t300, respectively, 2700

indicates that Im € is about the same as Re €, if CPT invariance is good.

A more involved analysis not assuming CPT or CP invariance has

yielded values for € and Im 5 (Ref. 28):

Re € = (1.68to.30) x 10-3

Im € = (1.45to·30) x 10-3

Im 6 = (- 0.30to.45) x 10-3

A sum rule based on unitarity and isospin arguments were used. In addi-

tion, there were assumptions of the absence of BI = 5/2 currents, and
that CP violation in leptonic decays is independent of spin orientation

and position in the Dalitz plot.  Many experimentally measured quantities

were used notably 9+_, 9  , time distributions of leptonic decays, and

the famous KS - KL mass difference. Re 5 was not determined as it was

not separable from a CPT violating parameter in the transition matrix.

Using the known parameters the fraction of a sample of K"s decaying

before six short lifetimes (expression V) can be evaluated as

VI. (0·505210.0003) + (0.9876to.0001)Re 6

assuming Re 5 is small.  A measurement of the fraction of K"s decaying

before six short lifetimes therefore provides a measurement of the one
0

K  propagation parameter so far unmeasured:  Re 8.
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Appendix V - Theory of the Modes of K  Decay

Since the neutral kaon has spin-0, Bose statistics for pions dic-

tates that the only two-pion states that it can decay to are  I=0

and I = 2.  The two states are:

(0,0) = 1 (b-A+ - irojro + A+,r- )
,/3

(2,0) = 1 (11-1(+ + 2*0*0 + 11+11-)
46

The properly symmetrized 2A states are:

1 (11+A- + 7[-1<+ ) = C
42

00
A,  =N

which can be expressed in terms of the isospin states:

1C = 4273 (O,0) + - (2,0)
/3

1N= - - (0,0) + \/ 73 (2,0)
43

The  AI = 1/2  transition produces only the (0,0) state while the (2,0)

state   may  result   from     BI   =  3/2     or     AI   = 5/2 transitions. Notice   that

if only the  AI = 1/2  transitions take place, then the branching ratio

r (Ks + *+1[-)
=2,

r(Ks -* 1(01[0)

apart from small electromagnetic and phase space corrections (less than

a 1% correction, total), just by inspection of the expansion of (0,0).

We assume CPT invariance at this point so that  5 = 0.  The analysis

not assuming CPT invariance is similar but with more algebraic complica-

tion. We then have
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KS =     1       (1 + c)  .
J2(1 + €€*)

Define

AO = ((0,0)|H IKO>weak

A2 = <(2,0)'H IKO)
weak                                     I

and observe that if H(weak) is CPT invariant then

AO = ((0,0)|H    'go)weak

A2 = ((2,0)|H    Ir)weak

one phase factor is.arbitrary and, following Lee and Wu, 65 AQis chosen

to be real.

H K=
[((1 + €)AO + (1 - €)AO)(0,0)

1
weak S

J2(1 + €r*)

+ ((1 + €)A2 + (1 - €)A2)(2,0)]

In addition, the final state strong interaction introduces phase shifts

in the isospin-0 and -2 states, respectively.  The wave function 9

resulting from KS decay is given by:

1      [((1 + €)Ao + (1 - c)AO)e  '(0,0)

i6

J2(1 + ef*)
i6

+ ((1 + €)A2 + (1 - <)A2)e  2(2,0)]

The branching ratio can then be written

+

r(Ks -+ A A-) = P+- 0 1'<cll')12
r(KS -4 AOAO)   Poo  .1<NI*>12

where p _ and p   are density of states factors.  This is easily evaluated       I00

to give
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+
r (KS -4 A A-)

r(KS -1 *OAO)

-1/2 i(82-80) i(52-60) 2
p _  1+2 e

Re(A2/AO) + 2-1/2€i Im(A2/AO)e2-

Poo  1 - 21/2ei(52-50 Re(A2/AO) - 21/2ei Im(A2/AO)ei(82-60)

Dropping the terms containing € Im A2 and further approximating by assuming

A2 is small compared to A ,

+
r(KS -4  A  A-)     P+_                         An

-      0 0   = 3--  (2 + 64.F  Re(T£)  cos(62 -  80))r(KS -4 7[ A)   00            40
P+-
- = O.986
Poo

Electromagnetic corrections need to be made to this formula and

allowance for soft photon emission.  Allowing up to 10 MeV r's to accom-

pany the decay, the effects have been calculated by Nachtmann and Rafael.
66

The correction was found to bc somewhat less than 1% and roughly cancels

the phase space factors. They give the corrected relation

I'(Ks -4 * *-r up to 10 MeV)               A2
VII.

= 2 + 6 2 Re(r)cos(82 - 60) '- 0.006
r(KS + AOAO)                            40

Experimental measurement has shown that
|Im(A2)/Re(A2)1 5 0.06

67
with some evidence, that this upper limit may be safely halved. Thus,

to more than adequate accuracy, Re(A2/A ) = A2/AO.  Further, if CP is

conserved A2 would be real to lowest order in the weak interactions,

and CP conservation is apparently a good approximation although not

exactly  true.     Both  A2  and  the  rate   (K+  -4 A+KI) contain contributions,
in different proportions, from  |AI| = 3/2 and  |BI| = 5/2 transitions.
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If it is assumed that only the  |Le| = 3/2  amplitude is important then

A2/AO| and therefore |Re(A2/AO)| can be estimated from the K  decay

rate to be about 4.5%. 65
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Appendix VI - Propagation of Neutral Kaons Through Matter

A particle that is initially a K' at 600 MeV/c or less traveling

through matter, due to strangeness and baryon conservation, may in the

beginning only scatter, charge exchange, or induce pion production.  If

the situation is first approximated as propagation in free space, then

from Appendix IV it is seen that a  ' component will appear and grow.

In fact (still approximating the case as free space propagatio4, the

wave   function will eventually become  a  pure K  state which  i s approxi-

mately 50%   •   Due to strangeness conservation the strong interactions

cause no mixing of the K' and 2' states so that these states may be con-

-0sidered individually in their interactions with the medium.  The K  com-

ponent of the wave may enter in reactions producing E's or A's, as well

as participate in reactions such as scattering, charge exchanging, and

pion production which are also possible for the K' component.

As the beam proceeds through matter both debris of various kinds

and a scattered K wave are left in the wake and an ever diminishing K

component continues in the forward direction.  Since the K' and f'

components interact differently with matter, there is a readjustment

of  the     KS   - KL composition  of  both the scattered and forward K waves.

This leads to the.reappearance of decays characteristic of the KS com-

ponent in both waves even at times very long compared with the KS mean

lifetime.

To gain an idea of the possible magnitude of these effects when

the medium is liquid deuterium, consider the following simplified model.

The forward wave is a pure K' state from the initial time up until one

mean KS lifetime has elapsed.  After one mean KS lifetime the forward

wave is a pure K  state.
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First, consider the initial part of the trajectory up until one

short lifetime when the forward wave is pure K'.  Over the range of

momentum from zero to 600 MeV/c the kaon-nucleon total cross section

in the  I=0  state ranges between 0 and about 16.5 mb, while in the

68
I = 1  state the cross section is more nearly constant at about 12 mb.

023 mb may be taken as an estimate of the K d total cross section over

0
this range of momenta. This would give a K  interaction rate of about

1.2 X 10-3 per cm in liquid deuterium.  With a mean length of flight

of about 3 cm before the observation of KS decay the loss of forward

0
K  flux should average several tenths of a percent up until this time.

At longer times the model provides that the forward wave is pure

K.L.      An   extrapolation   of the measured cross section in hydrogen   for   the

reaction KLP 1 KsP  (Ref. 69) indicates that in the range of momenta

below 600 MeV/c the cross section for this reaction is about 7 mb.

Assuming the neutron contribute s  the   same to regeneration  in  the   scat-

tered wave, the rate for such regeneration in deuterium would be about

-4
7 x 10 per cm.  With a mean path in deuterium of 13 cm, 0.9% of the

KL flux would produce  Ks' s   in the scattered  wave.      The iE'N total cross

section in the  I=0  state below 600 MeV/c ranges up to 100 mb while

in the  I = 1  state it is near 20 mb.68  Thus the R'd total cross

section over the range of momenta in this experiment may be typically

repre sented as 80 mb. The simplest view of regeneration in the scat-

tered wave, which comes from considering that only the F interacts

with matter, would lead to the estimate that the cross section for such

regeneration should be one-fourth of the R' elastic and inelastic cross

-0
section. A substantial amount of the K d total cross section is not

elastic or inelastic so this would lead to a regeneration cross section
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substantially below 20 mb.  This is in agreement with the 14 mb estimated

above (give or take a factor of 2).  Averaging the 2'd and K'd total

cross sections yields 50 mb as the estimated K. d total cross section.
The rate for the production of other debris such as A's, pions, recoils

from scatters not causing regeneration, etc., may thus be expected to

be 1-2% of the K  flux for a path length of 13 cm.

The problem of KS regeneration in the forward wave, usually called

coherent regeneration has been of much interest.  A formalism analogous

to that in Appendix IV has been developed describing this effect.
65

Essentially, an additional term characteristic of the medium is added

to the time development matrix. 9he resultant two eigenvectors of this

matrix, analogous to the KS and K  eigenvectors of the free space develop-

ment matrix, are the two states which propagate without mixing and with

simple exponential decay   in the medium. In terms   of  the   KS   and K  state s
the eigenstates in the medium are approximately

'Ki) = IKS) - r IKL 

and                                                                            |K2>   =    |ICL)   +   r l Ks>

with r =- i*NA(f(0) - f(0))

k(  + iki )

N = number of nuclei/unit volume

f(0),f(0) are the forward elastic scattering amplitudes for K''RO

k = particle momentum

A is approximately the KS mean path length before decay

B is the ratio of eigenstate mass difference to decay rate difference

If B is of the same order of magnitude as the analogous quantity in free

space, which is of the order of magnitude 1, then to sufficient accuracy
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for our purposes

1 4  +  iIi)'   =  1

f(0) and f(0) can be approximated as being purely imaginary and then

they can be related to the K' and   total cross sections:

4K
-k-   Im  f(o)    =   a        w  20  mbKo

4K
T Im f(0) = 9_- - 80 mbKu

With  the se approximations   |r| is found  to  be

1.9 X 10-3

The long-lived part of the wave in the medium will contain a KS flux

(besides that due to CP nonconservation) amounting to |r12 or about

4 x 10-6 of the total.  The mean path before decay of a Ks is about 2.5

cm so that about 2 X 10-6 Ks decays/cm should appear to be regenerated

-5per K  in the beam.  For a 13 cm path length 2.5 X 10  K shorts are

expected  to be regenerated  per  K.  .     Even  if,   due   to the approximations,

the se estimates  were in error   by two Orders of magnitude   the   rale   for

coherent regeneration could not be significant.

Probably most of the perhaps 0.3% of the original K' flux that

interacts before 1 KS mean life represents a true loss of flux -- let

us say 0.2% is lost.  0.9% of the K  flux is expected to incoherently

regenerate.  Since these K shorts, when they decay, will often be kine-

matically much different from what would have been expected for simple

Ks or KL decay (the regeneration is accompanied by changes in angle and

momentum) and they occur evenly distributed over 13 cm or more length

of flight, not all are likely to have been detected as decays.  It is

reasonable to suppose that half were detected.  The approximately 1%
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of the K  flux engaging in other interactions, such as A production,

should most of the time not have been confused with K decay and should

not be a significant factor. Coherent regeneration was seen to not be

significant. The net effect of the medium should have resulted in a

0.25% increase in the total number of K' decays before six short mean

lives as compared with propagation in vacuum. The branching ratio

could only have been affected by the 0.3% of the K' flux interacting

before one short mean lifetime.  Even at that the effect is only due

to the perhaps 0.1% which interacted and were detected anyway, and

depends on the differences in detection efficiency between the two
0

decay modes after a K  interaction.

The metal cones represent an additional complication.  The expecta-

tion value for thickness of penetration of steel for a K' is of the order

of 1% of the track length, generously estimated.  The density of the

steel is 50 times that of the deuterium. Effects other than coherent

regeneration scale with the density if the nucleons interact indepen-

dently. The cones should therefore increase the effects calculated for

the liquid by 50%, so there should be a total increase in the decay

rate up to six short mean lives by 0.4% relative to propagation in

vacuum, considering both liquid and metal.  Although the total coherent

regeneration is increased by a factor of 25 over that computed for the

liquid alone, it is still insignificant.
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Appendix VII - Errors with a Binomial Distribution

In a physical situation in which events are occurring randomly,

however the number of opportunities for the random events to occur is

well defined (for example, random occurrence of heads up at the flip

of a coin), binomial distribution formulas are believed to be applicable.
.

If a coin is flipped N times and heads up occurs M times, then the statis-

tical error on the number M can be estimated as

'1.(1  -  ii)         .

The random error is analogously computed for such measurements as the

number of Ks's that decay to A *- or the fraction of r's that convert

in a metal plate.  This situation may be contrasted with the other

familiar case of measuring random rates.  For example, if M cosmic

rays enter an apparatus in a fixed time interval there is no well

defined number of opportunities for this to happen and the random

error is estimated as

 ..
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Table I

1.  Pion charge exchanges 10,983

2.  Detected gammas 3,781

3.  Gamma background -60

+         0 04.  Correction for K D -4 Ppr and K D -+ PPA K -35

5·  Total gammas 3,686

6.  Single gamma detection efficiency

line 5/(line 1 X 2) 16.8&0.3%

0      0 0
7 · Detection efficiency  for    K    -4   K  f

obtained by operating on line 6 with Monte Carlo 50.8+1.1%

8.     Increase in efficiency  for    KI -4 neutrals

0 0 0
before    6    Ts   due    to    0.6%      K'    -1     ,    A

A O.1%

9. Detection efficiency for Ki -4 neutrals before 6 Ts   50.9+1.1%

10.  Kaon crude C.E. sample 12,970

11.  Beam contamination (A  and p) -95

12.  Measured background (due to 2 p's nonstopping) -26

13.  Total K' productions 12,849

14. Events with V 4,560

15. Beam contamination -20

16. Total charged mode decays 4,540

17.  Events with detected gammas 1,284

18. Measured background gammas -257

19. Beam contamination -16

20. Unmeasured gammas +10

21.  Total observed neutral decays 1,021
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22.  K' neutral decays before 6 Ts (line 21/line 9) 2,006

Analysis  for  R(K8  -4   * 7(- )/R(K(  -*   1['Ir' )  to be referred

to simply as  BR.

23.  Charged mode decays (brought forward from line 16) 4,540

24.  K  charged mode decays -112

25.  KS charged mode decays after escaping chamber +2

+26 · Leptonic decays  and    Ko  -4   A  A-T    with r above0

10 MeV energy -22

+
27.     Total     K     -4   K A- 4,408S

28.  K' neutral decays before 6 Ts (brought forward

from line 22) 2,006

29.  K  neutral decays before 6 TS -14

0 0                                     '
30·      Ks   +    A A after   6   7                                                                                                                     +3S

31. Total K -'  A K 1,995
00

S

Analysis not assuming CPT

32.     BR not assuming  CPT (line 27/line 31) 2.21+0.11

Analysis assuming CPT

33·  K' productions (brought forward from line 13) 12,849

34.  Short lifetime fraction of K' O·5 - Re E 0.4984

35·  Number of KS (line 33/line 34) 6404+57

36..Ks -4 ,[ ,r-r (r above 10 MeV) and leptonic decays -22

37·  Total Ks -4 21[ decays 6382i57

Using only the V decay data

38.0     Computed     Ks  -4   ;['K'      (line   37   -   line 27) 1974

39.  BR from V data only (line 27/line 38) 2.23+0.084

Using only the gamma data
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40.    Computed   K    +   A K- (line 37 - line 31) 4387S

41.  BR from gamma data alone (line 40/line 31) 2.20+0.15

Best value for BR assuming CPT and using all data

42. BR assuming CPT 2.22+0.08

Weighted average of lines 39 and 41

Analysis for the total fraction of K' decaying to all modes

before 6 KS mean lifetimes.

43.  Total K"s (brought forward from line 13) 12,849

44.  Total observed charged mode decays (brought forward

from line 16) 4,540

43.     Charged mode decays observed after  6
TS -74

46.  Charged mode decays observed before 6
Ts 4,466

47·  Neutral mode decays before 6 TS (brought forward

from line 22) 2,006

48.  Total decays before 6
Ts 6,472

49.  Fraction of K' decaying before 6 Ts

(line 48/line 43) 0.5038+0·0075
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.  Time-of-flight spectrum for the 620 MeV/c beam.

+
Fig. 2.  K  beam range in copper.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the BNL 30-inch bubble chamber

with r converting cones and modified optical system.

Fig. 4.  Conversion probability per radiation length.  Computations

were made using the Messel function for the case of iron.

Fig.   5 ·      Ratio of Compton scatters/scatters  + pair production. Compton

scattering probability for free electrons was computed with the

Klein-Nishina formula and multiplied by the total electron density

of stainless steel.  The pair production probability was computed

for steel from the Messel function.

Fig. 6.  Probabilities for a r to have energy less than 25 MeV (trace

a) and less than 10 MeV (trace b) after Compton scattering.

Fig. 7.  Probability of positron annihilation per radiation length.

These computations are for stainless steel.

Fig. 8.  Gamma momentum distribution in A' c.m.  This is experimental

data from the 400 MeV/c K  exposure.  Results for observed r con-

versions in the metal plates and conversions in the deuterium (or

Dalitz mode decay) are displayed separately.

Fig. 9. Spatial resolution of r's.  These frequencies of occurrence

of DL (solid line) and    DL(X,Y) (dashed line) values were

observed in the 400 MeV/c K  exposure. Figures 9A, 9B, 9C present

the data separately for r's observed to convert in the liquid (or

Dalitz mode decay), and in the metal converters in four ranges of

r momentum.  The definitions of DL and DL(X, Y) are given in the

text.
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Fig. 10.  Limits on defined regions of acceptability of DL full line,

DLXY dashed line.

Fig. 11.  Momentum and angle between beam and charged secondary for K N
+

scatter and for K N charge exchange. The computed reaction kinematics

are for a 620 MeV/c K  beam and a free neutron.

Fig. 12.  Track relative bubble densities and range.  Bubble densities

are computed as 1/B2 with minimum ionization = 1.  Proton range is

for liquid deuterium.

Fig. 13. Momentum loss in penetrating 5 mm of stainless' steel.

Fig. 14.  Angle between reconstructed K' direction and V decay direction.

This is experimental data from charge exchange reactions with a 620

MeV/c K  beam.

+-Fig. 15.  Combined mass of A    system, from a specially selected sample

of events from the 620 MeV/c K  exposure.

Fig. 16.  Phase space for K K-p from 600 MeV/c K  on n.

Fig. 17· R vs assigned proton ionization for one-prong events and two-

prong events. For two-prong events, the abscissa covers all possible

combinations for the two protons:  SIL-3, SIL-4, SIL-5, SIL-SIL,

SIL-SIP, SIP-3, SIP-4,.SIP-5, SIP-SIL, SIP-SIP, both protons non-

stopping (SIL means proton stopping in liquid while SIP means proton

stopping in the metal r converters).  For two-prong events, the data

in some categories has been combined, as indicated, for increased

statistical weight. R vs radius of interaction. The parameter R

is defined in the text as the ratio of events with no V decay to

all charge exchanges.

Fig. 18.  R vs momentum of fast proton (all events).

R vs dip of fast proton (all events).
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R vs momentum of the K' (all events).

R vs dip of K' (all events).

The parameter R is defined in the text as the ratio of events with

no V decay to all charge exchanges.

0
Fig. 19.  Angular distribution of the K  in the reaction center of mass.

The experimental data is for the charge exchange reactions in the

400 Mev/c K  exposure.

Fig. 20. Z dependence of r's. The experimental data from observed r

conversions in the 400 MeV/c A  exposure (points with error bars)

is compared with Monte Carlo generated data (solid line).  Cases

of r conversion in each of the two cones are displayed separately.

Fig. 21.  PHI dependence of r's.  The experimental data from observed

r conversions in the 400 MeV/c K  exposure (points with error bars)

is compared with Monte Carlo generated data (solid line).  Cases of

r conversion in each of the two cones are displayed separately.

Fig. 22. Production momentum distribution of r's observed. Recon-

structed A' parameters and observed r angle was used to compute

+
actual r momentum.  The experimental data from the 400 MeV/c K

exposure (points with error bars) is compared with Monte Carlo

generated data (solid line).

Fig. 23. Charged mode decay lifetime.  Decay time distribution from

observed length of flight of K"s before V decay is presented.

Three typical error bars are shown.  The data is compared with                I

1 -t/TS 1  -t/Ts + 1 e-t/TL.-e and -e
TS             T          TS             L

Fig. 24.  Experimentally observed distribution of the DL parameter for

detected r's in the 620 MeV/c K  exposure.  Clear distribution is

for r's associated with K  charge exchanges when no V decay was
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present.  Hatched distribution is for r's associated with K  charge

exchanges when a V decay was present. The units for the abscissa

are the limit of acceptability in the processing program.

Fig· 25·  Experimentally observed distribution of the DL parameter for

detected r's in the 620 MeV/c K  exposure.  Clear distribution is

for r' s associated with K  charge exchanges when. no V decay was
1 +present.  Hatched distribution is for r's associated with K  charge

exchanges when a V decay was present.  The units for the abscissa

is the limit of acceptability in the processing program.

Fig. 26. Gamma momentum in Ao center of mass for r' s assigned  to KA2
decays.

Fig. 27·  K' lifetime distribution determined from the detected r's.

Fig. 28.  Apparent combined mass of r's for events with more than one

detected r.  All possible pairings of r's are included.  Data from

the 620 MeV/c K  exposure (points with error bars) is compared with

Monte Carlo generated data (solid line).

Fig. 29.  Emerging electron energy for r' s assigned to main K' decay.

Experimental data from the 620 MeV/c K  exposure (points with error

bars) is compared with Monte Carlo generated data (solid line).

Fig. 30·  Polar angle in fiducial plane of r's assigned to main K' decay.

Exper,imental data from the 620 MeV/c K  exposure (points with error

bars) is compared with Monte Carlo generated data (solid line).

Fig. 31. Schematic representation of the beam line.

Fig· 32.  632 MeV/c pion beam profile at first mass slit taken with 1/16-

inch wide counter.
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